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Many burial sites have been the subject of atchaeologicai investigations on the
Northwest Coast, Few attempts have k e n made to compile this data in an effort to
examine differential burial practices. Many of the bwial excavations demonstrate that
individuals were subjected to differeatial burial ûeatment, but no pattern bave been
identifid ushg a regional perspective. Were individuals acconid differentid burial

based on their age and gender? ifso, how does differential treatment Vary through time

and space on the Northwest Coast? How do the ethnographie and arcblogical records
compare in whaî they tell us about the treatment of the dead?

This thesis compiles burial data h m Northwest Coast archaeological excavations to
examine regional trends in differential burial treatment temporally and spatially.
hographic and buriai contextuai information h m arcbaeologically excavated burials
is gathered and compared by age and gender categones in addition to grave goods and
burial positions to identifypattern ofdifferential burial. Once trends are identifid h m

a cornparisonof the burial material an attempt is made to characterizethe nature of these
patterns. This analysis provides a regional and temporal perspective on mortuary

treatmeat on the Northwest Coast that has been, until now, absent.
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Chapter 1Introduction

Intmduction
Thete are apprortimately 9100 archaeological sites on the West coast of British

Columbia, of wbich 722 are teporteci to contain human skeletai remains (McMurdo,
Personal Cornmunicati011May 2000). A small number such as False N m w s , Pender,
and Greenville have been the mbject of full-scale archaeological investigation. Few
regional summaries of the burial material recovered fiom the Northwest Coast have been
compileci. 1here conduct a detailed examination of excavated burial data to investigate
regional trends in the mortuary practices of the prehistoric and early historic people of the
Northwest Coast. The archaeological sites containhg skeletai remains teptesent a rich
database that has hitherto been underutilized to answer questions about the treatment of
the dead in Northwest Coast societies of the pst. The questions of primary concern focus

on the differentiai treatment of various social classes. 1s differential buriai accotded to
age and gender classes among Northwest Coast individuals? Are there any patterns of

differentid treatment between the various Northwest Coast groups through time and
space?

This analysis is important because few syntheses of archaeologically excavated butial
materid h m the Northwest Coast exist. The data h m these iavestigations constitute a
nch database of information. The temains that have been archaeologicaily excavated
have the potential to indicate facets of past societies that cannot be gained in any other

fashion. Buriai remains d e c t the spirihial beliefs of a group of people through their
materid ûeatrnent of the dead. Chapter Two examines the information archaeobgists

leam h m studying buriai populations.

Following a brief introduction to the Northwest Coast area, methodology and sites to

be examined in Chapter 3, the burial information generated h m previous mhaeologicai
investigations is compiled in Chapter 4. A list of individual burials is cornpiled according
to multiple dimensions of mortuary treatment such as age, sex, date, grave associations,

body position, and body orientation.

demographics of the burial population are

d y z e d temporally and regionally-Ail additional dimensions of mortuary information

colected are a n a l y d for temporal and regional trends.In Chapter Five the ethnograpâic

and etbhistoric records are examined to seek explanatiom for any patterns of
differentid mortuary treatment th& emerge h m the demographic and dimensional
anaiysis. By way of introduction, an examination of the Northwest Coast culture area
provides a basis h m which to conduct the burial analysis.
Geographicaî Area and Regional Ethnograpby

The Northwest Coast is the northwesternportion of the North American continent as
seen in Figure 1. The Northwest Coast is bounded by the Coastal Mountain Range in

British Columbia, which cteates a raidorest environment unique in North America This
environment diowed Northwest Coast cultures to flourish.

The Northwest Coast culture area stretches h m the mouth of the Copper River in
Alaska to Northem California While many differeat First Nations groups occupy this

a m ,they are characterizedby their si&

cultural adaptations. This study focuses

primariiy on the Northwest Coast groups h m the mouth of the Copper River to the
Puget Sound area (Figure 1). This area was chosen bas& on îhe abuadance of
ethnographie and archeeological information avaüable.

The ethnographie record h m the Northwest Coast is rich. Prompted by the perception
that Northwest Coast cultures were vanishing, anthropologists descended on the a m in
efforts to recordthe culture before it disappeared. Boas and de Laguna are two of the
most recognized anthropologiststo study the Northwest Coast people. Previous to the
arriva1 of the anthropologists, explorers, trappers, and rnissionaries documented their
interactions with the Northwest Coast people (e.g., Alexander Mackenzie, Dixon,
Kamenskü, Eells, Fraser, etc.). The writings of this diverse group of people are spread

unevenly throughout the coastal ana, resulting in information gaps. As a resuiî, there sue
comprehensive records for some groups and relatively little for others.

The groups occupying the area under examination are divided into seven linguistic
groups: Haida, Tsimshian, Kwakuitl, Nootka, Bella Coola, Coast Salish, and Tlingit.
"Each of these groups comprises the speakers of one language or a number of related

languages, occupying a continuous area and sharing a basically similar culture" (DufY
1992:20). These groups can be divided into subgroups based on shared languages as seen

in Table 1. These groups are subdivided into numerous bands and tribes.
Many explorers gave the Northwest Coast groups names; however, most have recently

been changed to better correspond to correct native pmnunciations. In the interest of
consistency, the tenns used in the H u ~ o o okf Northest Coast Indium are employed in
this study (Suttles 1990). Tsisnshian inchdes the people of the Lower Skeena River and
Coast, the Nishga of the Nass River, and the Gitksan of the upper Skeena.

Figure 1. Map ofNorthwai Coul and location of ailtuml groups (Suttles 19905~).
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Table 1. Linguistic divisions and regiod groups of the Northwest Coast adapted
h m Duff(1992:27).

Suttles identifies the Tsimshian proper as the Coast Tsimshian (Sutties 1990:14).

Kwakiutl is used for the speakers of that language, while the Haisla, Haibais, Bella Bella,
and ûowekeeno are identüied by theù own names (Suttles 1990:14). "Nootkan refers to
the Souîhern Branch of the Wakashan family, consisting of the Nootka, Nitinaht, and

Makah"(Suüles 1990:14). The Nuu-chah-nulth are commonly referred to as the Nootka
in the ethnographies. The term Coast Salish is used to refer to the c o a d speakers of the

Salishan Ianguages (Suttles 1990:14). The Nuxalkmx are commonly referred to as the

BeIla Coola in the ethnographies. The terminology employed in this shidy does not seek
to gloss over important differences between the Northwest Coast groups but to faciiitate

consistency between the ethnographie, ethnohistoric and archaeological records. Figure 1
demonstrates the geograpbicai distribution of the groups.

Methodology
The burial data fiom previous archaeologicai excavations are compiled. AU the
dimensions of burial treatment that may exhibit differentid bwial are collected and
tabulated. They are then compared within and between regions and within and between

time periods. Low-level statistics are utilizeà to determine if th= is diffetential burial by
age and gender categories. Differential burial practices indicaied by this cornparison are

compated to etbnographicburial practices to seek possible explanatiom for any

archaeological pattern. Demographic analysis of skeletal remains in conjimction with the
dimensions of mortuary tteatment can indicate differential ireatment of age or gender

classes based on the over or under representation of certain.categories of individuals.

Chapter 2 Mortuary Theory
Introduction
Archaeologists have devoted much energy to the study of cemeteries and skeletal
remains. A body of theory and correspondhgmethods has therefore developed to
determine the levei of information archaedogists can gain h m cernetery data. This
chapter does not attempt to conduct a comprehensive review of the copious literature
devoted to the archaeology of death (for literature reviews see: Chapman and Randsborg
1981; Bartel 1982; Braun 1981 and 1979; Tainter 1978; Orton and Hodson 1981; 0' Shea
1984; Metcalf and Huntington 1991; Rothschild 1990; Wason 1994). This chapter

examines the usefulness of mortuary andysis and the theoretical approach and method
that is used in this thesis. Before delving into this discussion it is necessary to define
morhiary practices.

What are mortuary practices? Simply stated, mortuary practices are made up of
actions that are carried out by the living when an individual dies. Mortuary practices
consist of ceremonies perfomed for ihe living that may leave no traces in the
archaeologicai record, and others that do. Archaeologists use the physical remuants of
mortuary practices left in the archaeologicairecord, to make statements about the
ceremonies and practices that pattemeci theu creation.

Why should archaeologists wncern themselves with studying mortuary practices?
Accordhg to Metcalf and Hmtington (1991)
The study of death rinials is a positive endwor because,
regardless of whether custom caüs for festive or restrained
behavior, the issue of death throws into relief the most
important culturalvalues by which people iive theu lives

and evaiuate theu experiences. Life becomes trampannt
against the background of death, and fundamental social and
cultufal issues are revealed (Metcalf and Huntington 1991:SS).
It would follow that social and culturai issues are reflected in both the mortuary behaviofs
accorded to an individual upon death and its physical manifestations. As a result, an
archaeologistmay examine social and culturai issues by studying the physicai
manifestations of mortuary behavior. Saxe states that "How people dispose of their dead
is a reflection of the socio-culturai system in which they participate" (1977:74).
Cemetery excavations provide a weaith of information because they provide direct
information on individuals who lived in the past. Skeletal remains can give archaeologists
a p i c m of the He of an individual. Aspects of the physical life of an individual can be
reconstructed by osteologicai analysis, and the social Me reconstructed by examining the
circumstances of the burial. Archaeologists uses of mortuary data hhge on the
assumption that burial methods are a manifestation of the social and cultural issues
refiected in momiary behavior. While archaeologists a m that the physicai
manifestations of mortuary tterttment reflect social and cultural issues, they differ on
which issues and behaviors they reflect.

Many archaeologists suggest chat social statu is reflected in the disposal of the dead
(Swedlund and Annelagos 1976, Ravesloot 1988; Rothschild 1979,1990, Carmon 1989;

Tainter 1973,1976,1978,1980; Tainter and Cordy 1977; Brown 1971,1981; Peebles

and Kus 1977; Mainfort 1985; Saxe 1971; Ucko 1969; Braun 1979). As-aresult, %ere is
a wealth of iaformation available h m the cemetery excavation that can be used to
reconstnict the socio-culturalstatu of the skeletd population" (Swediund and Amelagos
1976:37). According to Rothschild (1990:2), %urial data are used because it is assumed

that society's tteatment of an individual at death reflects social paüems and the social
8

position of the individual during We". Archaeologists have useà different methods to
determine the status of individuals h m cemetery data.

Theory

In determinhg which qproach would be best suited for a comparative bwial adysis,
it will be most uschil to examine briefly the variety of theoretical approaches

archaeologists have takenin conducting mortuary anoilysis.

The uniqueness and complexity of mortuary behavior is advocated by Ktoebet (1927),
Ucko (1969), and Cannon (1989). Kroeber (1927) conducts a comparative ethuographic
study of the mortuary ptactices of severai tribes in California. He finds that the
distribution of burial types does not conform to the distribution of other cultural traits

within each cultural area. He examines some additional ethaographic examples in the
attempt to fùrther elucidate the distribution of traits:From this ethnographie information,
he determines that the methods of disposhg of the dead exhibit a fluctuating history
(Kroeber 1927:3 13), and ciifferences did not appear to correspond to economic or

environmental determinants. He, therefore, concludes that changes in mortuary treatment

are akin to changes in style of dress (Kroeber l927:3 14).
Cannon (1989) concurs with Kroeber's conclusion. Because of inherent complexity
involved with mortuary behavior, archaeologists should look at temporal changes in
mortuary practices, as they are a medium for delibetate cornpetitive expression (Cannon
1989). Cannon supports his perspective by examinhg case studies fiom Victorian

Engiand, and h m the Iroquois, where he maintains that ideology is expressed in
mortuary rituais to maintaùl the staîus quo. The theory that ideology is defibetately
e x p d in mortuary beàavior to maintain the social order is difficuit to test in an

archaeological sample. Many of the researchers advocating this theory rely upon Historic
data that are not available for the prebistoric period, However these studies serve to

indicate the mapitude and variability of ideologies that may be expresseci in the
mortuary domain.
Binforà (1971) advocates that the social phenomena symbolized in a burial must be
evaluated by understanding the social persona of the deceased as a composite of their
social identities in life that are appmpriate for recognition in death. Rank will detennine
the Me identities that are appmpriate for recognition in death. The composition and size
of the social unit recognizing the status of the deceased will also influence the
phenomena symbolized in buriai. Binford hypothesizes that individuals owe status
obligations to higher-ranking individuals. Mortuary treatment of a high rauking
individual will be more elaborate because of the large group owing status obligations to

the deceased. As a tesult, the death of a high status individual would cause considerable
dismption of daily life. Binford outlines three hypotheses: (i) there is a high degree of
isomorphism between the complexity of the mortuary ceremony and the complexity of

the status structure in a society; (ü) there should be a correspondence between the nature
of the characteristicsexhiiting differentiai treatment and the expected criteria of
differential tteatment for a society based on the complexity of their hierarchical system;

and (iü) the degree of mortuary rituai will interfere with the n o d activities of the
community. Binford tests these hypotheses on morhiajr information h m forty non-state
wieties g a t h d h m the Human Relations Area Fies, groupai based on their
subsistencemetiiod, and compares them to confïrm bis three hypotheses. Binford's
theones on the reflection of status in mortuary treatment are based on ethnographie data

but he does not suggest a working methd to detetmine the etus of individuals fium
archaeologicai siceletal data.
A method for determinhg the status of archaeological skeletal remains is suggested by

Saxe (1971), Brown (1971), and Tainter (1978). They use Binford's theories to develope

a methodology, formal analysis, to quanti@the amount of energy invested in the
mortuary treatment of skeletal remains. Peebles (1971) developed a method baseci on
Binford's theory, evaluating the status of grave gwds by classifying them according to
techomic, socio-technic, and idiotechnic categories. Once the status of the deceased is
determineci, Peebles pose that archaeologists can ascertain the level of social organization
characterizhg the group the individuai lived within.
Goldstein (198 1) sees the determination of status fiom burials as crucial,
siace burials afford archeologists one of the best means for
examining social interaction, The particular social relationships
involving the deceased account for the specific disposal
treatment. However, because diierent types of social
organization allow for different sets of social relationships,
different organizations wiil also exhibit dinerent
disposal treatments. Mortuary analysis must link social
relationships, social stnicture, and disposal treatment
(Goldstein 198154).
Goldstein suggests that spatial organization of the cemetery can indicate the organizing
principles of the society, as weIl as differentiation.
Some archaeologists argue that Werential burials do not refiect status differences.

Instead, they advocate, mortuary treatment is a ritualaad, as such, foms "an active part
of the social constniction of reality within social formations and may be conceived as a

particular form of the ideologicai legitimization of the social order, senhg sectional
intere!stsof particular groups" (Shanks and Tilley 1982:130). Some atchaeologisîs

attribute burial differentiationto a reflectionof the manifestation of organizing principles

ofsociety. They hypothesizek t bitrials are used as an avenue to maintain the social
oder (Shanks and Tiiley 1982). They argue that the ideology expressai in mothiary

practices sem the interests of the group by hiding contradiction (Pearson 1982).
Discussion

Many theories discussed advocate universality in the behaviors that cause

differentiation in mortuary treatment. Some archaeologists advocate that "buriai rites are

known to change fiequently in many situations" (Ucko 1%9:203), and that human
society is not static. The ethnographic information upoa which Binford and other

archaeologists based their t h d e s is not withaut limitations. Ethnographir information
was cornpiied h

m cultures in the present to derive universal theories of human behavior

and impose them onto the distant pst. The etbwgraphic cultures used to geaerate hese

theories are not necessarily comparable to prehistaric cultures. We have no diable way
to gauge the fit of the analogy between al1 of these cultural groups. Instead, hypotheses

should be generated on a case per case basis, so that the aaalogical fit may be more
accurately determined. Ucko (1969) demonstrates that there is a wide variety of

ethnographic reasons for the inclusion or lack of grave goods with the deceasai, creation
of monuments, and location of burial. As a result of the extreme variation in rem= for
mortuary treatment observeci ethnographicdy, archaeologistsmust be cautious when
attributhg UnIvetsal causes to mortuary treatment. Mead, where possible, archaeologists

may achieve a better understanding of social implications of morhtary ûeatment by
generatiag hypothesesusing ethwgraphic analogies that are a close fit with the
prehistoric cuIture under anaiysis.

This approach is adopted in this study. The etbnographic record is utilized to explain
patterns of diffetential buriai observed in the burial data from the Coast. By utilking the
ethnographic record of the Northwest Coast people to explain patterns observed in the

archaeologicairecord we cm gain a deeper understanding of the bebaviors that pattemeci
their creation. By using the ethnographic record to explain patterns in the mhaeological

record we may more clearly determine if the archaeologicai patterns can be attributed to
culturai behavior or depositionalcircumstances.

Metbod
How c m archaeologists test their theories about mortuary behavior using the

archaeological record? 1here survey some of the methods used by archaeologists to test
theories about mortuary behavior in addition to outlinhg the approach adopted for this
comparative burial analysis.
Several methods have been used to examine the reflection of the symbolic order in
graves. Hodder (1984) examined the syrnbolism of European Neolithic burials by

comparing them, dong several dimensions, with Neolithic houses. McGuire (1992)

conducted a statistical analysis of multidimensional cemetery information at La Ciudad to

make statements about the sacial order as seen in contradictionsbetween ciiffernt classes
of remains. Shanks and T i e y (1982) sougùt to determine the nature of social mcturing
principles by analyzing the physical positions of siceletal =mains in Neolithic barrom.
Pearson (1982) conducts an analysis of Victonm Period r n o w ptactices to determine
how the deceased are manipulatecl so that the upper class can maintain theù influence.
Moms (1987) demonstrates that the spatial arrangement of Greek buriaIs is based upoa
coprate group membership by examining literaty sources, buriai type, and spatial

patterning. Morris uses these multiple dimensions of burial practices and Literary
evidence to trace the development ofthe Polis, or Greek City State concept. These studies

are al1 based on the concept that burial ritual manifest-social ideology and as such, play a
role in the negotiation of power between social groups (McGuire 1992:3). This
ideological approach to the study of mortuary behavior demonstrates that there are
multiple causes for the complexity of mortuary activities.

Many archaeologists focus on the exclusive use of grave inclusions to detemiine the
role of an individual in society in the past. Once the role of a person has been identified,
archaeologists can detemine the social level of the society they are studying (Rothschild
1979). This method of conducting burial analysis has k e n criticized because not al1

grave inclusions deposited with skeletal remains wili be preserved (Ravesloot 1988:71).
Consequently, the presence or absence of grave goods alone can not be used to infer the
possibie existence of ascribed status (Ravesloot 1988:71). Additional dimensions of
morhiary treatment must be examined to generate a more adequate pictute of the social
organization of groups in the past.
Some archaeologists have also looked at the quantity and quality of grave go&
interred with an individual to M e r assess the status of the individuals in a cemetery.

Others have used historical records to assign value to grave goods in order to quant@ the

wealth interred with an individual and thereby determine his or her tank (Rothschild
1979, Mainfort 1985).

Many archaeologists, tecognizing the limitations of mortuary studies focused strictly
on grave goods, have advocated a multidimensional approach to determine status

differences d e c t e d in mortuaxy treatment (Goldstein 1981; Ravesloot 1988; Pader 1982;

becornes possible to distinguishthe status of an individual, despite few grave goods and
poor preservation (Brown1981:29). Because of its usefuiness as a rnethod for mortuary

analysis, the muitidimensional appmach may be used to test the hypotheses of the New
Archaeologists and Postpmcessualists, despite their theoretical differences. This
multidimensional study will be undertaken by evaluating the morbuy data accordhg to
demographics, grave inclusions, burial type, and body orientation.

Children

The examinationof the morhiary treatment of children has an important role in the
determination of status, according to many archaeologists. Commonly, it is hypothesized

that children buried with grave goods indicate the practice of ascribed &tus in past
societies (Schulting 1995; Rothschild 1979,1990; Brown 1981; Saxe 1970; Buiford
1971;Tainter 1978). This theory is based on the assumption that children did not live
long enough to acquire social status through their accomplishments (Wason 1994:99),
therefore their high status, as evident in grave goods, was ascribed by their birth into a
M l y of high rank. Brown (1981:29) indicates that it is not until a society reaches the
point where power gravitates towards certain individuals that children can becorne the
objects of elaborate mortuary treatment. '?f the loss of children to a community or

limage c m be argued to be criticai to the future of a heritable claim, the chiidren cm be
expected to be singled out for elaborate treatment when the birth rate is low or the h i l y

c h l e is narrow" (Brown 1981D ) .

if this were the case, one might ask what the mortuarytreatmeut of a child would be in
a society ptacticing ascni status where the birth rate is high or the family circle large?

The presence of rich grave goods with the remaius of a chiid must be correlateci with

some other indicators of ascribed status before making a definitive conclusion based
exclusively on grave goods. "Basicdy, when burials differ in ways which indicate

ranked statu and infmts or children are among those receiving high status treatment, we

can infer that status is at least partially inherited" (Wason 1994:99). The inference of
hereditary status is stronger when chiidren are buried in a cliffernt location, are treated
differently fiom adults, and were accorded prestigious treatrnent (Brown 1981:32),

Archaeulogists must examine multiple dimensions of rnortuary treatment to test for
ascribed status rather tban relying exclusively on grave goods to determine ascribed
status.

Multiple indicators of ascribed status must be examined becawe it is possible that the
presence of rich child burials may be the result of the achieved status of the surviving

family members rather than status ascribed to the child (Peebles and Kus l977:43 1).
Thus, differential moituary treatment of children may be attributed to other causes then
the expression of ascriid status. High infant mortality rates may influence the treatment
accorded to an infant in de& Some societies do not bury newboms or children because
they are h m the spirit world and had no intention of staying in the human world. The
Oowekeeno bury theù children in a cemetery separate h m addts because they come

h m above (Olson 1954). Because there may be many causes for the buriai of children
with grave goods, it is crucial to seek additional dimensions of mortuary treatment to
better understand theù differentiai status. While it is aot the goal of this study to

determine the level of social stratification achieved by Northwest Coast groups some
inferences may potentialIy be generated.

To conduct this burial d y s i s , information h m excavated buriais is compiled.

Individuai buriais are compared according to some of the mortuary dimensions discussed
by Ravesloot (1988). The buriais are dividecl into gender and age categories within
temporal and regionai groups. The regional and temporal groups are then compared to
examine regionai and temporal distributionof age and gender categories. It is hoped that
through this procedure patterns of differential burial wil1 be determined which can then

be examined in the Northwest Coast ethuohistonc and ethnographie records.

Cbapter 3 No~hwestCoast Archaeological S i : Background

This chpter sets the stage for ihe burial analysis conducteâ in Chapter Four. It

&scribes the archaeological sites h m which buriai information is h w n and the criteria
wed for theù seiection. The number of sites utilized is too numemus for each to be
examined in detail. Instead,the most significant sites are discussed dong with au

indication of the mortuary record in general to provide a gauge for the representativeness
of the burial sample beiing used in this analysis.
Site Seleetion Criteria
Site selection critena had to be established to obtain sites that could provide the

maximum amount of idormation. The sites chosen for study in this analysis must compty
with s e v d criteria to facilitate cornparison of the burial material through time and
space. The use of these selection criteria increases the probability that significant

differences discovered between regions may be attributed to differences in mortuary
m e n t d e r than to Mering levels of information resulting h m variations in

excavation meîhoàology.
The sites chosen for study must been professionally excavated. Excavation increases
the level of i n f i i t i o n h t is obtained h m the site. Through excavation, fàctors such

as preservation conditions, sttatigraphy, dating, and scope of the site are more accurately
assessed. A m e y of the British Columbiasites file indicates that a substantial portion of

the h u m rem& recovered on the Coast in the past ten years have been surface
dections, or excavations of one or a few individuais. This methodology has emerged
wiîh ihgoais of avoiding destruction of sigaificant snhaeokgical rites, and respecting

the wishes of First Nations pups not to disturb buriais*W

e this methodology will

continue, it does not lend itseîfto regional cornparisons of burial information because it
does not provide data of a comparable nature.
The nature of archaeologicalrecovery ciiffers depending on goals of the project. The
mitigation project is often subject to tight time constraints that influence the level of
analysis possible. Full excavations o h are afforded the luxury of tirne to conduct a
thorough analysis of al1 aspects of the site and its contents. As a result, it is difiïcult to
compare a site that was examined under mitigative circumstances with full-scale
archaeologicalexcavations. Therefore, I have chosen to omit srnall mitigative recoveries
of individual skeletal remains h m this regional cornparison.
Al1 of the sites exarziined must have sufficient preservation conditions to identifL age

and gender of the majority of individuals recovered. This level of infornation is a
fundamental dimension of mortuary analysis necessary to distinguish bwial patterns

based on age and gender. In conjunction with this information the excavators m u t have
obtained contextual information such as orientation, type of burial, artifact associations,

and featwe associations. This information is necessary to distinguish daerential
morhiary treatment.

In addition to information on the context of the burial, there must be a description of
the site itseK This is necessary to determine the location of the site so it may be placed in

a culture area for analysis. The site description should delineate the extent of the site.
This is important to determine how representative the skeletai sarnple is of the remains at
the site.

The sites chosen for examination must be dated to determine their place witlw
Northwest Coast prehistory. This is neces-

to determine temporal sequences of

mortuary treatment h m the archaeologicai record. Some excavators use a combination
of radiocarbon dates and typological cornparisons to assign remains to a specific cultural
period. Al1 of the sites included have radiocarbon dates. Dates basedon artifact
associations to a particdu cultural period can be problematic, and therefore are avoided
where possible. The burials are groupeà according to the stages of Northwest Coast
prehistory (See Dahm 1994). Many sites contain demographic data without contextual
information. These sites are used in demographic caicdations, but are omitted fiom the
other dimensions of analysis.

Site Background Information
The intention of this discussion is to give the reader an idea of the variety of biirial
sites located throughout the Northwest Coast. It is beyond the scope of this analysis to
discuss the details of every archaeological site where human remains have been
uncovered. Many archaeologicai sites are discovered and destroyed when modern
developments impinge. As a resuit, many of the burials composing the data for this
investigation have been excavated under extreme t h e constraints and under less than
ideal conditions for archaeologid investigation.

There are many sites dong the Northwest Coast that have been the subject of fiill-

scale archaeologicalexcavations. These sites will be discussed to give an overview of the

burial information available in each regionof the coast. The generai nature of the burial
sites in a h region is discussed and illustrateci.

Queen Charlotte Islands
Blue Jackets Creek (FiUa 4)
This site is located on the Queen Charlotte Islands nivo and a haif kilometers south of
Masset on the east shore of Masset S o d (Severs 1974). Maximum recovery of the site
was desired because the area had been subdivided for fimm development (Severs

1974:132). The stratigraphy of the site is variable throughout. The skeletal temains of 28
individuals, in ciiffixing states of articulationand preservation, were excavated fiom the
site (Murray1981:127). No information is provided on the context and grave associations
for each individual. In addition, no demographic breakdom of the archaeological
population is provideci, Most of the individuals were found in diffeting positions of

flexation, on the right side, and facing north (Severs 1974: 136). Most of the flexed
burials were found in shallow pits. Three individuah were sitting in an upright position,
covered in red ochre. Artifacts were found with most of the burials (Severs 1974:IN),
but Severs does not give an itemized account of the individuals found with grave goods.

In addition to the 28 individuais found at the site several isolated and broken fragmentsof
human bone were also excavated (Severs 1974:136).
Gust Island Burial Shelter (Fhüb-1)

This cave site is located 98 kilometers inland h m a mky beach on the shores of
Gust Island (MacDonald 1973). The burial shelter was ttueatened by loggkg activity and

was disturbed by vaudals, consequently, only haif of the 13 individuais remaineci in their
burial boxes. T i e constraints did not permit excavationto sterile rock so additional
skeletal remains likely were not collected. As a result it is not possible to determine the
date the cave was fmt used, but it was likely used h m the Eighteenth Centuy until the

middle of the Nineteenth Century based on the ptesence of Historic period artifwts

Central Coast

Namu, a prehistocic midden site, is located south of the confluence of Fitzhugh Sound

and Burke Channel in the now largely abandoned c m r y settlement of Namu.Forty-two
individuals were recovered h m the site during excavations by Hester with the
University of Colorado (1969-71), and Carlson with Simon Fraser University (1977,
1978, and 1994).

Three sûatigraphic components recognized at Namu span almost 10,000 years, The
Early period (9,720-5,000 B.P.) is characterized by a black matrix with shellfish remains
in its terminai portions (Curtin 19849). Culturai remah consist of a microlithic flaked

stone tool industry, some bone items, and two buriais (Curtin 1984:9). The middle period
(5,000-1,000 B.P.) contains thick mixed shell deposits. The tool industry is characterized

by a shZt h m stone to bone twls. Most of the burials corne h m this tirne period. The
Late period (1,000-200 B.P.) is represented by thin unmixeci shell layers separated by
burned lenses (Curtin 19849). The variety and quantity ofartifats is lower than in the
two previous stratigraphie components (Curtin 1984:g). Only two burials are associated

with this time perioà.
Curtin (1984:13) defines a burial as a cluster or group of bones that consists of several

elements h m one individuai and separate h m other individuals. Isolated elements are

compareci to other individuais with similmprovenietlce and are included with that

individuai ifthey are simiiar in gender, age, and morphology. The burials are dated using

a combination of stratigraphie and radiocarbon dating. Some areas of the site contained
fewer burials due to a lack of midden deposit (Carlson, in Curtin 1984:ll). The
information on the burials h m this site is detailed, including contextual and
demographic information.

Owikeno Lake (EkiSp 13)
This site is located on the central British Columbia Coast near the mouth of the
Sheemahant River. The site represents a histonc cemetery likely dating close to the 1862
smallpox epidemic (Cybuiski, personal communication Feb 15 1999). Excavations were
conducted because of concem over vandalism and destruction (Cybulski 1977:50,1999).
As a result the nurnber of individuals present is based upon MN1 counts, Eight thousand

artifacis were recovered, dong with the skeletal temains of 50 individuals (Cybulski
1977). The skeletal remains were analyzed during excavation and placed in a burial house
in accordancewith band wishes that the remains not leave the site. Despite the large

quantities of Histonc period artifits recovered, the high level of disturbance makes
associations ciifficuit to determine (Cybuiski petsonal communication, Feb 15 1999). As
a result, the burials h m this site are used here only in the demographic analysis.

Northern Coast
Prince Rupert Harbor (GbTo 33 & 36)
These two midden sites, located on Prince Rupert Harbor, were excavated becsuise
they were threatened by the development of a deep-sea shipping terminai (inglis
197454). Railway construction and associatecl camps in the early 1W s , rnilitary
encampments, and cabins have extensively disturbeà the sites. The sites were scheduied
for destruction so the excavators aimed at gathering the largest sample possible given

their t h e constxaints. Fifty burial features were excavated at GbTo 33 and an additional

thirteen at GbTo 36. No demographic breakdown of the burials is provided by Ingiis
(1974). Inglis makes no mention of the presence or absence of grave inclusions.

Greenville Burial Ground (GgTj 6)
This site is located in traditional Nisga'a temtory, 28 kilometers from the mouth of the

Nass River in northem British Columbia The site was used as a cemetery h m AD 450
to European contact (Cybulski 1992:l). The remains of 57 individuals were identified
h m skeletal remains excavated h m the site (Cybuiski 1992:1). The site was discovered
during the excavation of a drainage ditch in a new housing development (Cybuiski 1992:

2). The construction activities resuited in a great deal of disturbance according to
Cybulski (1992:lS). One hundred and seventy one elements had been recovered by the
time the excavation crews arriveci. Over 1400 disturbed elements were recovered
(Cybulski 1992:15). "Huma.
skeletal remains were fiequently encountered, either as
single or grouped or disturbed elements or as intact or partly intact burials, throughout the
horizontal extent of the site" (Cybulski 1992: 15). Preservation of the remains was
assisted by the creation of a neutsai pH level by the midden deposits. The lack of
structural features, such as pst mol&, led Cybulski to conclude that thete was no
evidence of prehistoric structures (Cybuiski 1992:17).

The cemetery appears to have k e n in reasonably continuous uze for 1OûO years
(Cybulski 1992:18). A clustering of radiocarbon dates indicates three periads of cemetery
usage. The eatly layer (AD 566-760) and middle layer (AD 770-1010) were separateci by

a statisticaiiy insignifiantten year gap. The late petiod burials (AD 1180-1290) were
separateci h m the middle ones by a 170 year gap. The burials in the later iayer were not

buried in shell deposits like the othe~
two layers. "The fact that sheU was not a ma&

feature of this later use M e r suggests that the presence of shell may itself have been an
associated mortuary rituai that varieci through tirne" (Cybulski 1992:27).
Despite the distucbance level, the infiormation on Greenville is valuable for its long
duration of site usage and high quality of analysis.
West Coast of Vaacower Island

Hesquiat Hmbor (DiSoj,9-l3,l5,l6,l8-20)
Hesquiat Harbor is located on the southwest Coast of Vancouver Island. The remains
of 108 individuais were removed h m 11 sites, Skeletal remains were removed fiom
these sites as a burial relocation project in reaction to increaing vandalism. The remains

were studied in the field pnor to their re-burial in a crypt. "Remains at al1 sites were so
badly disturbed that few intact and complete skeletons were recoverable" (Cybulski
1978:13). The sites date to the e d y Historic period.
Guif af Georgia

Crescent Beach (Dg& 1)
Crescent Beach is 24 kilometers south of Vancouver in South Surrey. This midden site

has been the subject of extensive study (Beattie 1976,1980; Conaty and Curtin 1984;
Trace 1981; Percy 1975), perhaps due to its location in the densely populated Vancouver
lower mainland area. Much of the information about this site has corne h m mitigative

reports, whete time was a limiting factor for the investigations.

Beattie (1976 and 1980) studied 22 skeletons recovered h m previous excavations.
The buriais are dated baseâ upon stratigraphie associations. Twelve of the burials are

undisturbed or stratigraphically located immediately'aftertheir discovery (Beattie

1976:ISS). Conaty and Curtin (1984) conducied a mitigative investigation necessitateci
by the extension of sewer lines. Twenty-five human remaias were recovered during a
sewer excavation in additionto twenty incidents of isolateci human remains.

Duke Point @gRx 5)

This site was m y e d and excavated to gather as much information before its
destruction caused by constnictionof an industrial park and deep-sea port (Murray
1982:5). The site is located on a peninsula extenàing fiom Vancouver Island. It is

bordered by Northumberland Channel, Gabriola Island, and a lagoon ( M m y 1982:3).

Three siratigraphic zones were identifiecl. The upper level contained h e l y crushed and
sometimes bmed sheli with a dark brown silty to sandy loam (Murray 1982:8). This

level contains Historic period arîifacts as well as microblades and ground stone artifacts.

Calibmted radiocarbon dates for this level are A.D.910, A.D. 590, AD. 1240, and A.D.
1260.

The middle level is composed of dark brown clay, bumed soil, ash lenses, and bumed
shell, and higher quantities of fïre cracked rock. A mass burial of ten individuals is

moderately weii preserved. Tbis component, dated to 600 B.C., exhibits an iacrease in

ground stone disc beads,microblades, bone and ground Stone artifàcts, and quartz crystaI
flakes. No List of associateci artifacts or physical descriptions were given for the

individu4 skeletal remains. SheU disk beads, probably neciriaces, were found around the
necks of two children, and a possble bone blanket pin or ornament was associateci with
one of the young f d e adults (Murray 1982:364). Some of the remains were on the
nght and left sides, heads aligneci both no& and south, whüe some were in an extended

position (Murray 1982:364).

The lower zone is composed of dark reddish brown soi1 and sandy clay. There is little
fh-cracked rock, no shell, and high quantities of water-rounded grave1 and cobbles.

There are few faunal remains or artifacts associated with this component dated at 2760

B.C.
Some rniscelianeous remains were found h m other areas in the site, but age and
gender determinations can not be made due to their fragmentary condition(Murray
1982:365). Some bwiais may have been located in the face of a midden, which has

undergone extensive erosion. Murray concludes that the mal1 sample of buriais found at
the site do not comprise a representativesample, and should not be used to examine
population trends (Murray 1982:367),
Cattle Point (S.J.1)

This site is located on the shore of San Juan Island situated in the San Juan
Archipelago in the northem porîion of Washington Sound. The site is on the south shore

of the island facing the Sûait of Juan de Fuca*The site is large, but its exact extent could
not be determined because of disturbance attributed to later habitation (King 1950:3).
Two cairns were discovered during excavation. One of these was disturbed by piow
action, while the other was buriecl under a deposit of sheli. The skeletal remains of nine
individuals were uncovered during excavation. This sample of the population is not
enough to compose a representative sample (Kiag 1950: 77) of the group inhabithg or
usbg the site and theù mo-

Somenos Cree&~

practices.
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This site is located on Somenos Creek, close to the town of Duncan, on the

southeasternportion of Vancouver Island. Tbe site was discovend in 1992 during

construction of a resideatiai subdivision. Eleven individuals were recovered h m the site

(Warner 1993). An additionai fourteen individuals were recovered during 1994
excavations dong with the partid ilmains of another ten individuais. The initiai goal of
the project, one hundred pet cent recovery, was haited at the request of the Cowichan
Tribes (Brown1996:12). Brown's aaalysis focuses on the fourteen individuals recovered
during the 1994excavations. He notes that four of the additional ten human remains
recovered were slab burials and the remaining were located in shailow pits (Brown
1996:26), Brown reports that the skeletal remains were in poor condition "In many cases

crania and long bones were crushed and fragmented; some remains dissolved into powder
during recovery, and some skeletons were incomplete" (Brown 1996:26). Time
constraints imposed by poor preservation and the Cowichan's desire to re-inter the

remains p s t haste Limited analysis. Slab, box, and cairn buriais, multiple intments in a
W o w pit, and individual intennents in shallow pits were ail observed.

False NarrowdSenewelets (DgRw 4)
The Faise Narrows site is located on Gabriola Island, one of the Gulf Islands situated
east of the southern portion of Vancouver Island. The site is located on the shores of

Faise Narrows, which separates Gabriola and Mudge Islands. This midden site, situated
in the traditional temtory of the Coast Salish, was used at least 2000 yeats ago purley
1988~7).

The site, discovereci in 1962 excavated in 1976 and 1977, has been disturbed by
clearing vegetation, cultivation, and erosion. The site is composed of a series of three
tenaces rising fiom sea level to 13 meters. "Erosion dong the Faise Narrows shore line
creates diffidties in estimating the original extent of occupation" (Burley 1988: 13).

The site is composai of four components ranging h m Middle M q l e to Historic
times (Burley 1988:41). The first component, False Nanows 1, is characterhd by the
most abundant artifact assemblage. It consists of a high number of personal items and
omaments, and is a variant on the Marpole culture type (Burley 1988:41). False Nanows

Ki is a transitional component to III and IV, which belong to the Gulf of Georgia culture
type. Eighty six individuais were recovered h m the site.

Montage Harbor (DfRu 13)
This site is located in Montague W

r Marine Park on the southwest shore of

Galiano Island (Mitchell 197195). This site consists of a series of sheil middens, the
largest of which is DRU13. The site bas been subjected to considerable wave and water
erosion, causing the l o s of an 11-12meter by 198 meter section of the site (Mitchell

1971:78). The remaining site is 12 meters wide and 107meters long, and varying in
depth to a maximum of two to two and a half meters. The site has also been subjected to
attrition attributed to park development. Test cuts were undertaken by Mitchell (1971)to
determine the best location for a large scale excavation. A fiill-scale excavation was
undertaken for tbxee months and yielded 834 artifacts, 18 burials, and 6 1 features
(Mitchell 1971:8O).

The Hill Site

mu 4)

The Hill site is located on the north side of Ganges Harbor on Saltspring Island, This
site was excavated in 1973 as part of a mitigation ptoject. The site has been subjected to
destruction by modem residences, high tides, and roads pmviding access to the beaches
(Roberts 1973:l). The site was excavated to saivage information that would be lost

during construction on the property. The midden âeposits contained primarily clam sheU,

consisting of mussel, whelk, and cockle shell, with no native oyster sheli. Excavations
yielded a variety of tools composed of stone, bone, and sheil. Twenty-two burials were
recovered; three of which were recoveredby a backhoe (Roberts 1973:Q. The area that
was excavated was a small portion of the site, so the author cctncludes that the recovered

sample is not representative of the site's occupation (Roberis 1973:10). No dates are
indicated, but stratigraphie context is discussed. Hall and Haggarty place the site in the

Marpole culture type based upon the artifad's similarity to Beach Grove, False Namows,
and Marpole ( Hall and Haggarty 1981:98). An osteological aualysis of the burials and
their archaeologicalmeaaing was conducted by Hall and Haggarty (198 1).

Long Harbor (DfRu 44)
Long Harbor is located on the eastern side of Saltspring Island. The site is 195 meters.

along a vit, with deposits ranging h m one to three meters in depth (Johnstone 1988:3).
The site was excavated in 1987to salvage the south end of the site that was endangemi
by development. The temainder of the site was sampled to better understand the site's
content, formation, and chronology (Johnstone 1988:4). Twenty-two individuals were
excavated h m the site,

Grenrose Cannery (DgRr 6)
This site is located on the south bank of the Fraser River five kilometers opposite and
downstream h

..

m New Westmuiister.The site is composed of 200 meters of midden

deposit exposed along the riverbadcand eut by raihoadtracks (Matson 19762).
Dishrrbance has also been caused by seasoaal fluctuations in the water level of the river.

The stratigraphy is variable throughout the site, and exhibits St. Mmgo and Marpole

phases. No intermediary Locarno phase was present, and there is a 1000 year time gap in

the radiocarbon dates and cultural deposits (Matson 1976:20). The skeletal remains of 22
individuais, in varying states of preservation and in 19 burial features, were excavated.
"Burials were codhed to the Marpole and upper part of the St. Mungo stratigraphie
zones" (Styles 1976:203). Root growth and rodent activity caused disturbance of some
skeletal remains (Styles l976:203).
Pender Canal Site (De& 1 and 2)

This site consists of two arcbaeological sites, DeRt 1 and DeRt 2. Due to concem over
severe erosion, Pender Canal site was excavatedby Simon Fraser University in 1984,
1985 and 1986 with the goal of 100 per cent site excavation (Carlson 1985:7). The site
was partiaiiy destroyed in 1902-03 during canal excavations and consequently has been

subjected to erosion (Carlson 1985:48). The site is a shell midden, located on the
northwest side of an artificial canal dividing Pender Island into North and South Pender.
The sheli midden deposit is composed of poorly stratified Ienses of bumed shell, rock
fatures, hearth Stones, faunai bones, and burials (Carlson 198556). Both the Locarno
Beach and San Juan Phases are well representedwith a less weU defined Late Marpole

Phase (Carlson 1986). Eighty-five individuais have been identified h m the primary and
secondary burials excavated at both Pender sites. The primary inhumations are
completely or semi-articulateci individuais with iiüie to no disturbance (Weeks 1986:94).
The secondary interments are disturbed, disarticulateci or scattered. The Primary
inhumations occur at greater depth than îhe secondary interments, which Weeks
interprets to reflect changes in biirial practices over time (1985:80). Weeks demonstrates

that the skeletaî population is characterized ûy degenerative cbanges in dentition and
osteoaahritiswhich indicate a mature population (Weeks 198699).

Scattereà Remains

In addition to the cornpiete skeletai remains recovered k m the sites discussed, it is
common to h d scattered remains throughout the wast. It is diffïcult to determine the
number of individuals represented by fiagmentacy scattered remains, their age and
gender. The high fkquency of these sites demonstrates the difficulty with deriving
demographic estimates h m Northwest Coast archaedogical skeletal data. The frequency
of scattered and fiagmentary human remains indicates that the remains of some
individuals were treated differently h m those who have been preserved in anatomical
association. 1s the high nwnber of scattered human remains a result of differential burial
practices or postdepositional factors? Questions such as these are M e r examined once
patterns of mortuafy differentiation have been identified.
The excavated burial remains h m the coast origiaate fiom diverse archaeologicai
sites. Many were excavated under differing methudologies based on the tecovery goals of
the project. Only the burials that have been excavated h m major archaeological projects

wiil be utilized in tbis analysis as theu common recovery type facilitates cornparison. It is
the tendency of full-scale excavations to produce detaiied information when compared to
the recovery of isolated individuais. Full-scale archaeological excavations produce
detailed information on the s i s of the site, number of individuais, temporal relationships
between individuals, stratigraphie and contextuai information that the recovery of one

individual fiom a site can not. The quantity of full-scale archaeological excavations
differs between each area of the wast, resultingin diffetential representation of each

geographical region. The q d t y of reemains k m each geographicai region and the
burial remains h m each is examined in Chapter Four.

Chapter 4 Anaiysii

Introduction
This chapter ptesents the compilation and analys&of Nonbwest Coast burial data to
determine the extent of differentiation in the mortuary domain. The idormation compileci

h m the burials is grouped demographicdy, temporally, and by g e u k and age class.
The demographic information is used to compare the number of adults, childrens, and

infants as weii as male and female remains through tirne. Any patterns of differential
treatment determineci from the demographic analysis is further investigated by examining
the distribution of grave goods, intement type, and body position.

Methodology
The categories of adult, juveniles, children, and infants are defined osteobgically and
cuiturally. The arcbaeological remains are categorized based on detennuiants such as
tooth eruption and fusion of the epiphyses. Based upon age, they are placed in a category
such as i
nfat,child, juvenile, and aduit. These categories are ones that exist with us in
the present and are imposed on the cemains based on theu physical rnorphology. These
categories are a reflection of the age divisions practiced in western culture, which is

primariiy manifested in the distinction of a juvenile class. In many cultures, including
Northwest Coast ethno-histone groups, children progress to adulthood in rites of
initiation therefore bypassing the juvenile category. Therefore in this study the juvenile
category is eliminated. Infiuits are 0-2.99 years, chiiàren are 3-12.99 years, and adults are
h m 13 years and up.

The skeletal remaias and reports themselves are highiy variable. The human remaius
h m each site are found in varying states of pteservation and hgmentation. Some of the

skeletal remains are easily dated based on radiocarbon and stratigraphic evidence wbiie
others are found completely out of context due to p o r preservation conditions or
mitigative circumstances. In addition, many of the burials can not be aged due to the
absence of necessary morphologicai indiators.
Reporting of the remains firom eaeh site varies as much as the remains themselves.
Many reports provide demographic informat~~on
for the populations excavated, while
other reports only indicate the number of individuals recovered. Despite these
differences, the excavated burial data comprise a sampb of the remains present at the
archaeological site. The burial population itseifdoes not represent a random sample of
the living population because each individual does not have an equal opportunity to be
included in the burial sample due to differential burial practices and preservation. While
the burial population does not consist of a random sample of the living population, it
nevertheless is a sample, and a sizable one at that.

Demagraphies
General Trends

The data set consists of 991 burials h m 58 coastal sites (see Appendix 9. The
demographic information presented in Figure 3 is a combination of al1 buriais k m ail
time periods and geographic areas. Many of the buriais in this data set are not dated. Age
detenninations were not possible for five percent of the population. Infmts compose
eleven percent of the population and children 14 per cent. Adults compose the largest
age p u p at seventy per cent of the population.

Chlld
Adult

78

Total
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46
90

49
78
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--

-
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Table 2. Number of burials h m excavated sites by region.

Tabie 2 demonstrates regional disparity in the quaatity of burial data. ûniy six per
cent of the excavated bunals corne h m the Northern Coast, 11 per cent h m the Central
coast, eight pet cent h m the Queen Charlotte Islands, and nine per cent fiom the
Vancouver IsIand region. In con-

an overwhelrning 65 per cent of the excavated

buriah come h m the Guifof Georgia region. W e this regional di@ty

exists and

must be recognized, it does not detract h m the individuai representativeness of the

excavations within each region. As a tesult of the disperity in burial sarnples between
geographical regions of the coast it is necessary to utilize percentages when cornparhg
demographic data
Noah Coast

The burials h m this area comprise six percent of the buriai sampie population, and
were excavated primarily h m the ûreenviüe Cemetery. Sixty individuais have been
excavated h

m this area. Three per cent of the population are W t s , 20 per cent are

c h i l h and 77 pet cent are addis.

Central Coast
Eleven per cent of the burial data sample comes fiom the Central Coast. Three pet cent
of the burials were not identifiableto age. Fifteen per cent of the population are infants,
15 per cent are chifdren, and 67 per cent are adults. The per cent of infant buriais is much
higher than in the North coast. Most of the burials h m this region corne fiom Namu.

Queen Chatlotte Islands
Like the Central Coast, few archaeologicalexcavations of cemetery sites have k e n
conducted in the Queen Charlotte Islands region. The individuals recovered h m this
region constitute eight per cent of the buriai data. Twenty per cent of the population could
not be identified to age. Ten per cent of the individuals were infants, six per cent
children, and 63 per cent aduits. Like in the Northem and Central regions of the coast

there is a low per cent of infmts and children.
Vancouver Island

This region represents nine per cent of the burial data for the Northwest Coast
geogmphicai region. One per cent of the individuals excavated in the Vancouver Island
region couid not be identifid to age. Twenty per cent of the population are infants, 28

per cent children and 51 per cent addts. This population exhibits exceptionally high
percentages of infants and children in cornparison to the other geographicai regions.

Gulfof Georgia
This geographical area has been extensively investigated, and provides a nch sample

of burials fm analysis. Sixty five per cent of the Northwest Coast buriai popdation cornes

fiom this ~KZLThe Gulfof ûeorgia region is located in the most densely popdateci
region of British Columbia, causing increased incidence of conflict between economic

development and mhaeologicai sites. As a result, more excavations have occuned in this

area than any other region. Four pet cent of the population could not be aged. Ten per
cent of the population are infmts, 12 per cent children, and 74 per cent aduits. This
population again exhibits the same low percentage of children and infants burials as in
the central Coast and Queen Charlotte Island regions.

Many questions are raised by these data. Why is Vancouver Island the only region

where the percentage of children and infmts is higher than the other regions? Why is
there such a low per cent of iafmts on the North Coast? A more detailed regional and
temporal breakdown of the buriai data can provide some answers to these questions.
There is a disproportionate number of burials h m each geographic region of the
Northwest Coast which hampes regional comparisons. The Gulf of Georgia region is
over-represented while al1 other geographical areas are under-reptesented. Because the
sample is so biased to the Gulfof Georgia, it is diflicult to conduct meaningfid statistical
tests to ascertain the significance of the ciifferences in demographics and burial features

between regions. Consequently, the nature of the data demands that comparisons be made
using basic proportions.

Sreamlined Sample

More insight on the demographic information may be gained by further classifying the
burials according to t h e phases in each geographic area (see Appendix II). Where
possible, the burials are grouped by age class, region and tirne phase. Buriai reports

lacking the appropriate idormation for classincation are eliminated h m this phase of
analysis.

In the process ofcompiling the burials for each phase in each area, many burials were
eliminated becausethey are mt dated by radiocarbon or stratigraphy. As a result, 362
individual burials, or 37 per cent of the sample, is eliminated h m this phase of the

analysis. While a large portion of the initial burial sarnple is removed h m the analysis,
the proportions of each age category remain similar. The initial parent sample is
composed of 70 per cent adults, 14 per cent children, and 11 per cent infants while the
streamiined sample is composed of 69 per cent adults, 15 per cent children, and 13 per

cent uifmts. Therefore the l o s of information serves to increase the integrity of the
sample rather than adverseiy effecting its representativeness.
The streamlined sample can be broken down into prehistoric and historic components.
Four hundced and twenty-seven prehistoric individuals are dated and aged, 202 historic
individuais are dated and aged. These two samples, prehistoric and histonc (Table 3), are
compareci to examine the differences between the two populations. Before conducting a
cornparison of the prehistoric and historie sarnples, it is necessary to examine the nature
of each sample.

Prehistoric

The prehistoric portion of the sample consists of 76 pet cent adults, 14 per cent
children, and IO pet cent infirnts. Table 4 presents the number of individuais in each tirne
intemal and region. Table 5 ptesents the percentage of each age class in the geogcaphical
regions through t h e . The d t i n g analysis is discussed regionaüy.

Table 3. The number of prehistoric and historic skeletal remains by region
composing the streamlined sample.
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Table 4. The number of prehistonc individuals assigneci to thne phase and region h m
the streamlined sample.

Table 5 ptesents a comparison of the per cent of individuals in each age class by
region and t h e interval. AU of the regions contain a high percentage of adult rernains,

with a smaller percentage of children and infant remains. The distribution of infant
burials is s p w in al1 geographic areas and t h e phases with the exception of the
Matpole phase of the Gulf of Georgia Eleven per cent of the population h m the Gulfof

Georgia are infants. This is higher than the Queen Charlotte Islands and North Coast
samples at four per cent infmts, as well as the three pet cent fiom the Centd Coast.

Historic
The historic sample consists of 202 individuals (Appendix iiI), 15 (seven per cent of
the population) of which were not identitïed to age or gender. Fifky five pet cent of the
population are adults, 16 per cent children, and 21 per cent infants. Figure 4 demonstrates

a large clifference in the relative percentage of individuals in each age category between
the prehistoric and Historic periods. During the Historie period, infants represent 21 per
cent of the population, children 16, and adults 55. In contrast the prehistoric record for al1
areas exhibits ten pet cent infants, 14 pet cent children and 76 per cent adults. From the
prehistonc to historic t h e periods there was an 11 per cent jump in the per cent of
infant's remains, and a 21 per cent dectease in the per cent of adult remains.
A Chi Square statistical test is calculateci to determinethe level of significance of the

differences in the demographics of the age classes between the historic and prehistoric
sample populations (Appendix V). The Cbi Square analysis zemlted in a value of 8.05 at

the 0.05 significance level which is larger then the expected value of 5.99 at two degrees
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17% 78% 96%
17% 79%

Table 5. The per cent af individuais by region and time phase.

of hedom. Therefore there is a significantdiffkmce between the age classes in the
prebistoric and historic sampies, What can the difFiices in the demographics of age
class between the historic and prehistoric samples be attributed to? DifTerences in buriai
practices andior changes in demographics of the population caused by the arrivai of

European may play a role in these doifferences,and is examineci in the following chapter.
Dernographies of Physiologieal Sex Categoriea
The original burial sample w u classified into sex categories based on the information
provided by each tesearcher. Twenty six per cent of the aduits are female and 28 per cent
are male (Table 6). The prehistoric streamlined data resuited in similar percentages with

twenty seven per cent of the population f d e , and thirty per cent of the population
male.
Of the 202 historic burials, 46 are duit females and 48 are adult males (Table 7).
Table 7 demonstrates the distri'bution of the gendet classes between the historie buriais
for each geographic region. Table 7 dernonstratesa relatively equal number of maies and
females thtoughout al1 geographic regions of the coast foi. the historic period. This pattern
cm also be observed for the ptehistoric period.
The numbers of male (n=136,32%) and female (n=124,29%) adult individuals listecl

in Table 8, demonstrate that there is not a difference in the proportions of males to
females in the streamlined sample. When the prehistoric individuals are m e r broken
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Table 6. The number of individuals by gender in al1 Norîhwest Coast burials.

Table 7. Gender and age class distribution by region for historic buriais.
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d o m temporally (Table 9) some clifferences between the gender classes appear. Most of
the female-to-male ratios are consistently equal with the exception of the Marpole and
Charles Phases of the Guifof Georgia Thirty three per cent (N=52) of the adult Matpole
population are female and forty two pet cent (N=67) are male, while 25 per cent of the
adult population is of unknown gender. These proportions differ h m the more equal
ratio of males and females seen in the other geographic regions and tirne phases on the
Coast.
The adult population of the Charles Phase of the Gulf of Georgia is composed of 47

per cent female and 23 per cent d e , while only 7 per cent of the adult population are of
unknom gender.
One hundred and twenty four ad&

(38 per cent of the aduits) in the prehistoric

sample are femaie, 143 (42 per cent of the adults) are male, and 64 adults could not be
identified to gender class (19 per cent). Forty IWO pet cent (N=46)of the adult individuais
dated to the historic period are f d e , 43 percent (N=48)are male, and 15 per cent
(N=17) of the adults could not be identified to gender. The Historic period demonstrates a

more quai distribution of male and female individuah than the prehistoric period. Are
the ciifferences in the percentage of males and fmales between the Historic and
prehistoric periods a result of differentiai burial treatment, or the difncuity in recognkhg
gender due to post-depositional fhtors? An examination of the presence of grave
inclusions between the gender classes m g help to indicate if these differences can be

attdbuted to differential bunal pnictices.

Grave Inclusions
The individuals h m the stteamlined buriai sample excavated wiîh grave inclusions
were extracted and sorted by region, gender, age, and date (Appendix III). Grave
inclusions were considered to be any item that could have been included with the
deceased as a result of morniary practices. Items considered as grave inclusions range

h m seeds in the Northem Coast to etabrate items of personal adornment in the Gulf of
Georgia region. The demographics of the individuals found with grave inclusions are

here discussed, followed by a bief examination of the wide variety of grave inclusions.
This discussion focuses on the ptehistoric burial sample as fewgrave inclusions have
been found with Historic period buriais. Only seven historic burials have been found with
grave inclusions, three male and four female. The grave goods range h m a ship's
compas to buttons. This sample comprises such a s m d number of the historic buriais
that it is unlikely that it comprises a teptesentathe sample of the historic population and

as a result wili not be examined. This discussion is undertaken in the h o p of clarifying
the pattern of dSerentia1 age and gender representation revealed previously.
Grave Inclusions and Age C h e s

Table 10 outlines the quantity of prehistoric Uidividuals fiom each tirne phase and
geographic area that were recovered with grave goods. Table 11 presents the proportions
of individuals in each age category excavated with grave goods. Overail, 124 individuals,
composing 29 per cent of the sample population contained grave inclusions. Five of the

41 inf'mts (12 per cent) in the stteamlined simple were excavated with gave inclusions.

Sixteen of the 62 children (26 per cent) in the streamlined sample were excavated with
grave inclusions. One h u n M and three of the 324 adults (32 pet cent) were excavated

with grave inclusions. Sixty eight per cent of the bunals with grave goods corne h m the
Gulf of Georgia.

North C m t
Thiay six percent of the graves fkom îhis am contain grave goods, and those

individuals represent 13 per cent of Northwest Coast population excavated with grave
inclusions. None of the two infants excavated in this region contain grave inclusions. Six
per cent of the total number of individuals with grave inclusions are children. Of the

chiidren in îhis region eleven per cent contain grave go&. Ninety four per cent of graves
excavated with grave inclusions are adults, yet only 43 per cent of the adult population
were excavated with grave inclusions. The burials with grave inclusions h

m al1 tirne

periods in this region are characteristically elderberry seeds or wood fibers.

Thirty seven per cent of the individuals h m the North Coast excavated with grave

inclusions corne h m 660-770 BP. Forty per cent of the individuals h m this time period
were excavated with grave inclusions. No children or infmts were excavated with grave

inclusions. Yet 50 pet cent of the adult population was excavated with grave inclusions.
The same percent of individuals was excavated with grave goods dating h m 9401180 BP as 660-770 BP,However, ody 29 per cent of the individualsh m the former

time period were excavated with grave inclusions, in contrast to the 50 percent h m 660770 BP. There are no infiuits excawted with grave inclusions h m 940-1180 BP.

Seventeen percent of the graves with grave inclusions h m this time perid are
chikcken's, and 17 percent of the children are excavated with grave incLusions. Eighty
three per cent of the individuah with grave goods h m this tirne are adults. Thirty eight

percent of the adults h m this time period are exmated with grave inc1usions.
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Table 10. The number of dated individuals excavated with grave goods.
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TabIe 11. The percent of individuals in each age class excavated with grave
inclusions.

Twenty five per cent of the graves h m the North Coast are dated llgO-l394 BP. Forty
per cent of the individuals h m this t h e perioà were excavated with grave inclusions.

Forty per cent of adults h m this time p e n d were excavated with grave inclusions, and
constitute 100 per cent of the sample. No childm or infats were excavated with grave
inclusions.
Cenirai Coasî

Eighteen per cent of the graves with inclusions come h m this region. Fm-eight per
cent of the burials excavated in this region contain grave inclusions. Nine per cent of the
individuals with grave goods are children, and 33 pet cent of the children's graves were
excavated with inclusions. Ninety one per cent of the burials with grave goods are adults,

and 65 per cent of the region's adults contain grave inclusions. No infants were excavated
wiîh grave goods in this region.

Four per cent of the burials with grave inclusions date to 1000-2000BP. The only

burial fiom this time period, a child, was excavated with grave inclusions.
Eighteen per cent of the burials with grave goods in this region come h m the time
period 2000-3000 BP. Twenty five percent of the burials with grave inclusions h m this
tirne period are chiidren. Fifty P r cent of the children from this t h e period were
excavated with grave inclusions. Seventy-five per cent of the graves with inclusions are

adult, and 75 per cent of the adult population was excavated with grave inclusions.
Sixty-four pet cent of the buriais with grave goods are dated to 3000-4000 BP.Eighty
two per cent of the population h

m this time contain grave inclusions. AN of the

individuals h m this time period are adults, wbo were ali excavated with grave

inclusions.

Fourteen per cent of the burials with grave goods in this region are dated to 4000-5000
BP. Twenty three pet cent of the burials h m this tirne contain grave goods. Al1 of the
individuals with grave inclusions are adula but oniy 27 percent of the adult population

were excavated with grave inclusions.
Gulfof Georgia
The Gulf of Georgia region represertts the region with the most number of individuals
excavated with grave inclusions at sixty-eight per cent. Twenty seven per cent of the
individuals fmm the region contain grave inclusions. This region also demonstratesa

higher percent of child and infmt burials than the other regions discussed. Tbirteen per
cent of the infantsgraves contain grave inclusions and six per cent of the graves with
grave inclusions are infants. Thirty percent of the children's graves contain grave goods,
and represent 15 per cent of the individuals excavated with grave goods, Twenty eight

per cent of the adult burials were excavated with grave inclusions, and represent 79 per
cent of the population with grave inclusioas.

Thirty four per cent of the graves h m 1500 BP to European contact were excavated
with grave goods, and 13 per cent of the burials with grave goods come fiam this tirne

period. No infmts were excavated h m this tirne periodcontaining grave inclusions.
Tbuty-seven per cent of the children's burials h m this tirne period contain grave
inclusions and represents 27 per cent of the M a l s with grave goods. Thirty-eight per
cent of the adult burials contain grave inclusions, and represent 73 per cent of the burials
excavated with gmve inclusions.

Fm-aine per cent of the b d s with gmve goods come h m the Marpole Phase
(1500-2500 BP). Twenty-three pet cent of the Maspole burials were excavated wiîh grave

inclusions. Ten per cent of the burials witb grave inclusions are infants, 16per cent
children, and 74 pet cent adult. Sixîeen per cent of the infants h m this time were
excavated with grave inclusions. Twenty-eight per cent of the children's buriais were
excavated with grave inclusions, and 23 per cent ofthe adults were excavated with grave
inclusions. The Marpole phases burials are typically excavated with non-utilitarian goods
of personal adonnent such as beads.
Fourteen per cent of the buriais excavated with grave goods date to the Locarno Beach
phase (2500 BP-3500BP). Thirty four per cent of the graves fiom this tune contain grave
inclusions. None of the infmt or children's burials excavated contained grave inclusions.
Thirty-five per cent of the adults Erom this time period were excavated with grave
inclusions.
Fourteen per cent of the burials excavated with grave inclusions are dated to the
Charles phase (3500-5500 BP); forty percent of the individuals dated to this phase were
excavated with grave inclusions. No i n f i t graves were found to contain grave inclusions.
Seventeen per cent of the excavated individuals containing grave inclusions were
children. Thirty-three pet cent of the children's burials dated to this phase were found to
contain grave inclusions. Forty-three percent of the adults h m this tirne phase were
excavated in association with grave inclusions, and represent 83 per cent of the
individuals with grave gaads d h g this time period.

The burial data h m the Gulf of Georgia region demonstrates nearly equal
percentages of childm and adults f o d with grave inclusions, and is thetefore a imique

data set among the Northwest Coast mgions. niiay per cent of the children's burials have

been found with gmve inclusions while 28 per cent of the adult population has been

found with grave inclusions. The near equal percentage of chiidren and adults interred

with grave inclusions extends h m 1500 BP to European contact period to the Marpole
phase. No children's graves have been excavated with grave inclusions in the Locarno

Beach. There is a pater ciifference in the per cent of children and adult graves (33 per
cent verses 40 per cent respectively) during the Charles phase thaa the Marpoie phase.

Grave Inclusions and Sex
The per cent of each gender class with grave inclusions is examined regionally to
further examine the demographic patterns of gender differentiation discussed previously.
It was determined that the per cent of males and females is mughiy equal in al1 regions

with exception of slight differences in the Marpole and Charles phases of the Gulf of
Georgia. Can this pattem be observed in the occurrence of grave inclusions pable 12)?

Thirty of the prehistoric sadults h m the Centtal coast were found with grave goods.

Thirteen individuals were female, and ten male. The grave goods found with each sex
-sent

both utilitarian and non-utilitarian items.

Seventy-four individuais h m the Guifof Georgia were intetred with pave goods.

Twenty-three are female and 29 are male. Similar to the Central coast population there is

a relative simiIarity in the types of grave internent5 found with both men and wornen.
Twenty-one of the bunais h m the Northern Coast were found with grave goods, nine
female, and eleven male. The grave goods h m this sarnple generally consisteci of a high

quantity of elderbeny seeds.
ûverall, theni are a relatively quai number of men and women intened with grave
goods throughout d regions of the Norrhwest Coast. The even pattem of grave

Table 12. Prehistoric individuais with grave goods by gender.

inclusions according to gender suggests that the demographic Werences do not reflcct

differential buriai. The even pattern of grave inclusions according to sex suggests that the
demopphic differences do not reflect differential burial. Furthcr conformation of îhis

will be examined in the ethnographie record.
An examination of the types of grave inclusions that appear in male and females
graves indicates that there ate few différences. Generaily femde graves t d to contain

non-utilitarian items wheteas maies tend to have utilitarian and hunting items associated

with their graves. However both of these artifact types are not unique to only one of the
sexes. Pender is the only site where there is a specific diffetentiation in the grave go&
associated with a sex category. Al1 of the individuais found with elaborately carved

spoons are female. There is not enough information at this time to determine more
57

specific patterns in grave goods between the male and female individuais in this sample

of Northwa Coast burials.
Grave Type and Body Position

Despite the fact that grave type and body position are not provided in al1
archaeologicai cepnis, it is possible to s d z e available data as in Table 13. This
table presents the distribution of grave type in each geographic area, and time phase. The

buriai type was only provided for 19 per cent of the infants (N=.8), 32 per cent of the

children (N=20), and 32 percent of the adults (N=I 08) in the sample population.
No body position information was provided for infants in any of the geographical
areas. Thirty-twoper cent of the children's graves h m the entire coastaî region are
flexed, or tightly flexed. Al1 of the children's graves for which body position was

provideâ are flexed or tightiy fiexed in ali geographicai regions and time phases. Nin*
t h e per cent of the adult bmMals
were recovered in a flexed or tightly flexed manner, and
seven per cent of the population was extended. Two of the children's burials are

extended.

The directional position of the individuais is extremely variable throughout the region.
No pattenu could be determined.

Conclusion
WMe the analysis of the grave type and body position could not yield any clear
patterns due to lack of information, many other patterns have been estabiished h m the

other dimensions of analysis. The analysis of grave interments demonstrates a low per
cent of infants and childm interrecl with inclusions except in the weU repcesented Guifof
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Table 13. interment types by region and time phase.

Georgia region. The gender class d y s i s of grave inc1usions indicates that there is little
ciifference in the pet cent of male and female graves found with inclusions.
The demograpbic analysis dernonstrates that during the prehistonc period there is a

low per cent af hfht and childten's d m .Cu&

(1984) States tbat "examination of

infant mortality data fiom a large number of prehistoric proto-historic skeletal series and

h m ethnogmphic studies on North American indians and modem hunter-gatherers
suggests that f h t year mortality ranges between 20-40 per cent in groups without access
to modem medical assistance" (Curtin 1984:46). Therefore the proportion of infants is

lower than expected in prehistoric Notthwest groups who did not have access to modern

medical assistance. The analysis also demonstratesthat there are more infat's and
childrea's graves in the Historic period than in the prehistoric period.

The Marpole phase of the Gulf of Georgia is ch51lactmked by a higher per cent of
children fomd with grave intennents relative to the other geographic regions, but it is

also the only region and tirne interval that dernonstrates a decreased percent of children

in cornparison to infants. The per cent of children and infants is relatively equal, but in al1
ather regions and time phases the per cent of infimis is lower then children.

The demographic analysis of gender classes indicates that there is a relatively qua1
per cent of maie and female individuah in aU regions with the exceptionof the Matpole

and Charles phase of the Gulfof Georgia region. But there is littie ciifference in the
number of maies and fernales interred with grave inclusions. The cause of these patterns

is exmhed in Chapter 5.

Chapter S Discussion

IntFoductîon
A number of interesthg patterns mse h m the burial analysis in Chapter 4 which

are here examiRed in depth utiliPng the ethnographic record to seek explanations.
Chapter 4 identifies the under representation of children and infants in the prehistoric
archaeologicaî record, the relatively equai per cent of children and aduits found with
grave inclusions; an increase in the pet cent of children and infants remains in the historic

period; and the relatively equal per cent of male and fernale graves throughout the
prehistoric and Historic periods of the coast despite some demographic diierences. in
this chapter the causes and reasons for the above patterns wil) be investigated utilking
information fiom the archaeological and ethnographic records. How can the ethnographic
record be used to explain the patterns arising h m the burial analysis conducted in
Chapter 41

Analogy
The rich etbaographic record of the Northwest Coast can provide insight into the
social practices that may have shaped momiary treatment. Analogies c m be àrawn

between the ethnographicculture of the Norîhwest Coast as described by the
ethnographers and the:prehistoric and historic cultures, which shaped the archaeologicai
record, An analogy is the comparison of like features between two things. The use of
analogy as an explanatory device in archaeology has evoked much debate and

controversy (for a concise discussion of this debate see Wylie 1985). Heated debate has
arisen on the usefulness and application of the ethnographic analogy in particular. While

this debate is too lengthy to delve into for this analysis, it is clear that the ethnographic

analogy must only be used with caution and therefore thoroughly evaluated before
conducted. As a result, an investigation of the usefulness of the ethnographic analogy
betweenthe ethnographic Northwest Coast groups and the prehistoric groups in the same

geographical area m u t be conducted to determine its usefulness in explainhg patterns
observed in the archaeological record. How cm etbmgraphic analogy be used to gain a
deeper understanding of the patterns in the archaeological record? To evaluate this
question, it is necessary to examine the characteristics of a good analogy, and then
evaluate the usefulness of the analogy between the historic Northwest Coast people and
the ethnographic record.
DoPer (1970) discusses six premises that should be used when making Iliferences

h m the present to the past a more reliable analogy may be constructeci by ensuring a
short t h e difference between the past and present populations, the socio-cultural level of
the ethnographic and prehistoric groups must match, the past and present groups m u t

share the same subsistence economy, "the initial wotk on inferences with analogy to
ethnographic groups should be restricted to contiguous areas where the history,
prehistory, and distribution of socio-cultural and linguistic groups are fairly weU known"

(Dozier 1970:204), the language aflibtion between the two groups need not be given

high priority, and a measure of the level of conservativeness of the ethnographic
population over time is usefiil.
The analogy between the ethuographic and prehistoric Northwest Coast groups may
bejustined on di of the dorernentioned premises, The Noahwest Coast ethnographies

were wri-

diiring the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth CentUnes. They seek to

capture the condition and Iives of the people at the time and in the pst. Many were

undertaken during the process of assimilation into the newly e v e d European society.
As a result, they also contain the recoilections of elders who remember life prior to the

arriva1 of Eutopeans. While the accuracy of the ethnographiesmust be based on their
individual merits, they represent the only tangible record of the lives of the people at the
tirne. The ethnographic analogy created using the Northwest Coast ethnographieswill be

more accurate for the periods closer in time to theù creation.
The socioculturai levels of the ethnographic and prehistoric Northwest Coast
populations correspond. The ethnographies outline the hierarchical social system and its
expression in the potlatch system. This hiefatchical social system can be observed in the
archaeological record tbtough différentia1burial practices and grave inclusions.

The subsistence economies of the ethnographic and prehistoric populations are
simiiar. Both subsisted on a marine diet supplemented by berries and mots. The
continuous nature of the subsistence economy is supported in the archaeological record
by extensive middens containing shell and various types of fish remains.
The analogy between the ethnographic and prehistoricNorthwest Coast groups is

M e r validated by the contiguous nature of the groups and the abundaut ethnographic
idormation indicating the history d distribution of the groups.

The level of socioculturai stability (or conservativeness) is ciifficuit to asses for the
ethnographicpopulations of the Northwest Coast. The ethnographies were compiled just

a f k cultures were foreed into rapid change by the arriva1 of Eutopeans. The decimation
of the indigenou population causeci by smaltpox likely initiateci changes in the system of

inheritance and mortuary practice. This rapid depopulation causeci other changes to the
fabnc of Northwest Coast society. Therefore the level of social culturai sîability wouid

.

likely correspond with the specinc t h e of Empean contact. Those gtoups contacted by

Empeans later in time could bave had a gteater levei of social cultural stability.
However, because of changing social culturai stability the fit between the ethnographic

record and the Northwest Coast Groups decreases the farther back in time one goes past
the time of the creation of the ethnographies.
Based on the satisfaction of Dozids (1970) premises for the construction of an
anaiogy, a nasonable analogy may be h m betweeu the ethnagraphic and prehistoric
Northwest Coast groups. Based on the degree of validity of this analogy, ethnographic
practices may be utilized to seek explanations for the patterns observed in the bun'al
analysis. By examining the ethnographic practices it is possible to determine if
differences observed in the archaeologicai record between children and adult burials rnay
be attributed to differential morhiary treatment.

Ethnographie Mortuary Practices
Mortuary practices have been descnbd inconsistentiy by ethnographem. Some
ethnographers describe mortuary practices in great detail, while othem do not. The
ethnographers who discuss mortuary practices examine preparation of the body, mortuary
ceremonies, and internent. Mortuuy rituils will not be examined in this analysis except
in the event that they potentially idluence the arcbaeological record. A comprehensive
examination of Noabwest Coast morhiary ntud may be found in Kan (1982). The
preparation of the body and interment will be examined in this analysis since they tesult

in the configuration and deposition of the archaeologicairecord.

The information suppiied by ethnographers demonstrates that a wide variety of
mortuary behavior was practiced This discussion examines burial practices for each

ethnographie cultural area to seek explanations for the patterns o b w e d in the mortuary

adysis of the Northwest Coast archaeologicalrecord.

The Tlingits belief in reincarnation is central to their mortuary practices.
While death matked the end of this life and the dissolution of the
body, it was not the end of the individual. Rather, with it began a
period of ghostiy existence which was only a transition until the
dead person returned to his relatives in the form of a baby
(de Laguna LWM3 1).

This philosophy is tied to the practice of cremation. The remaias of deceased individuais
were cremated until the establishmentof missions (de Laguna 197253 1). Upon death the
deceased is washed and placed in a sitting position opposite to the door of the house. The
deceased is dressed in his or her best clothing, face painted with ocher (Emmons 1991,
Olson 1967, and de Laguna 1972) and is surrounded by f a d y heiriooms. The body is
displayed in this marner for a prescribed duration depending on individual's status. The
wake ends with the cremation of the corpse. Ceremonid costumes and food were once
bmed with the body (de Laguna 197S:M).

The cremated remsins are gathered, wrapped in cloth, and placed in a container. The
cremation is followed by a prescribed duration of feasting, the length of which is also
determined by the rank of the deceased. The container, holding the cremated remains of
the deceased, is deposited in a grave house several months a b t&eberal. The

deceased's pmperty is disbursed to h e h after the remains are placed in the grave house.
If the deceased was of high social standing a potlatch would be held several years after
death. In the Nineteenth Century mortuary poles and grave houses were used to house the
cremated remains of the deceased Some mortuary poks held the remah of the

deceased, while others were erected in tribute to a d e c d individuai of high rank. The
poles and grave houses of high-ranking people contained the remains of no more then

three individuais while those of the lower class contained twelve or more individuals
(Krause 1956:91). The carvings on the box represented tbe crest of the deceased's

maûiiineage. Malaspina and Suria describeci some monuments with two boxes, one for
the body, and the other for the skull. The grave houses were located towards the woods or
the beach, away h m the village (Krause t 956:gl). The high cost of f o d cremation
could not be dorded by dl; therefore, the poor cremated their dweased in caves (Krause
1956: 157).

De Laguna discusses some circumstances when a corpse is not cremated (1972535).
The corpses of shamans, brave warriors, and prominent men are placed in boxes in
elevated grave houses. Later, de Laguna notes that sbamans were laid on planks and then
elevated rather than put in boxes (De Laguna 1972:673). Krause also notes that a
shaman's corpse is tied to a board and fasteneci down with straps (Km~se1956:159).One

of the bones the shaman used in his practices is placed through his septum, while the
other is in his topknot, The remains are then placed in an elevated grave house in a place

where it can be seen h m the water m
u
s
e 1956:160). Krawe dso notes that Dixon
described a shaman's monument in Yakutat where the body was housed in one box, and
the head in another (Krause 1956:160). There was variation in the grave houses for
shaman and ouiers, but only the shaman's is elevated on f a posts ( b u s e 1956:161).
Enemies killed in battle were left where they feii or put into the water. The corpse of a
slave is placed in the woods or on the beach.

Methods of interment may have been Muencd by the social standing of the
deceased, their clan membership, or personal choice prior to death. Some groups
practiced multiple methods of internent at any given tirne. ûther groups bury their
deceased, or place them in a mkshelter, in a box suspendexi on stilb, or in a tree.

Bella Coob
Before death, the Belia Cwla iksembld their relatives and bequeathed their property
accordingly (McIlwraith 1948:127). Upon death, the corpse was dressed in good clothing
and bound in a squatting position with the bands mund the shins, head between the

knees,and placed in a box (McIlwraith 1948:437). The skull may be crushed and the
backbone broken to get the corpse in the box. A rock is placed on the back ofthe
deceased's neck so the ghost will not retum (Mcllwraith 1948:437). The box is buried
facing east in a cemetery behind the village. The possessions of the deceased are bumed

while the grave is dug (McIlwraith 1948:444). Items that did not burn may have been
placed in a small house above the grave. The essence of the material deposited or bumed
beside the grave is received by the ghost. Once the box is buried, boards and rocks are
placed on top of the grave to prevent the ghost h m corning out (McIlwraith 1948A4.9).

In contrast to intermat in the ground, the corpses of twinsand children were placed in
trees or monuments, The remains ofchildren were also placed in boxes on top of

monuments depictingtheir family crests. Sometimes,a corpse was placed ina box, on
scaffolâing close to the house. Additional boxes were added to the scaffolding as needed.

"Inthe last century a certain s h n a n , Askankots, by name, is said to have pointed out bat
corpses were hpently canied off by wolves, sainiq and 0 t h animais. For this reason
he persuadecl the people to inter their dead" (Mcilwraith 1948:450). Cremation is also

said to bave o c c djust after the nrst settlement of the earth, but none ofMcIlwLaithts
informants observeci this practice (Mciiwraith 1948: 450). The burials of individuals h m

various social classes differ only in the extent of the accompanyhg rituals. Tbis
diffaence is not maaifested in the physical treatment of the corpse.

Haida
The mortuary treatment of a deceased Skidegate Haida closely resembles that of the
Tlingit. Upon death, an individuai is placed on a box in the rear of a house. The corpse is
dtessed in dancing attire and its face is painted red. The body is left in this position for
four to six âays, following which it is placed in a grave box. The box is placed within a
grave pst in a cemetery. The ternains of a shaman were placed apart Grom othets. The
Masset Haida's morhiary rituai differed in the length of the wake, and placement of the
deceased. The wake was three to ten days long depending upon the popularity of the
deceased. The grave box was set between two elevated poles if &orciable. The poor
placed the boxes containhg theu deceased behind their houses and covered them with
leaves. "In olden times the bodies of those who died far h m home were burned, and the
bones alone brought back. Sometimes the bodies of those who had died at home were

also burned. In either case the bones were brought into the house and kept where they
would be safe. The living liked to have them around" (Swanton 197054).

Oowekeeno
The ûowekeeno washed the body of the deceased and put it in a box at the front of a
house. The box sîayed there thughout the duration of rituals held for the deceased;

however, Olson (1954) does not discuss the duration or details of these rituais. The box is
placed in a tree, with a pst or market occasionally nearby. "Thereis no cremation but

food and some personai effects are burned at the graven(Olson 1954:227). A boy's

septum is pierced before butial so the ghosts may inspect the deceased. The only other
mortuary information Olson (1954) discusses, is the treatment of children. The remains of

children are placed in a sepamte area h m those of aduits. "For children there is little or
no buriai ritual. The body is merely placeci in a box and canied to a cemetery somewhat
removed h m that of aduits" (Olson 1954:235).

Nootka

The Nootka disposed of the body upon death rather than conducting a wake iike many
other Northwest Coast grogs. The Nootka placed the remains of deceased men of high

rank and young girls in trees (Sproat 1987:173). The possessions of the deceased were
burned so that the ghost can rebuild the material (Sproat 1987:SS). According to Dmcker
(1951), a deceased chief was wmpped in a cedar bark blanket and placed in a wood box.
The box was placed in a rockshelter, cave, prominent place beside a memodal, or lashed
in branches of a tree. Possessions were placed in the mernorial. At Kyuquot only the

cofnns of the Matmwaiath limage members were suspendeci in trees. Younger people
were placed in caves, aud older people under cames. "Bodies of the very old Moachat

were taken to a speciai burying place cailed Otsa" (Dnicker 1951:149). In the pst,

cornmoners and slaves were wrapped in mats instead of being placed in a box. 0 t h tban

this, there are no ciifferences in the interment method of people fiom ciiffirent classes.

Twins, people born defomed and their parents were the only ones to receive
differential buriai. They were laid on mats at the entrance to a cave. Cremation was not

practiced @nteker 195LM). Fout yars a f k the death of a cbief, his head was

recovered and displayed at a potlatch marking the Lifting ofa taboo on his name. Dmcker

notes that this practice is nat perfonned by the Northem Nootka (1951A49).The fetus in

a deceased pregnant woman would be removed and muscitateci if possible, and when
not, buried separately h m the mother.
The Nootka of Cape Flattery rolled the remains of the deceased in a blanket, bound it

with tope, doubled the iremains and placed them in a box (Swan 1964:83). Further back in
the past, the box was secured with rope and placed in a tree cbse to the house. Swan

(1964:83) notes that in more ment times the temains of the deceased were brtned in a

box. The box is buried level to the ground and then smunded by 4 to 5 foot boards
arranged perpeadicular to the ground. The deceased's personal possessions are sometimes
placed on top of the coflh Some of the pmperty was disbursed among the relatives of
the deceased. Al1 material deposited around the grave was rendered useless so an evilminded petson couid not steal fiom the dead (Swan 1964:86).
Coast Safish

Eeiis (in Castile 1985)outlines what he sees as five distinct ages or stages of burial
practices of the Clallum and Twana (Coast Salish). Intennent in the grouml is the oldest

burial method practiced, but Eells says that the current inhabitants bave no laiowledge of
the deep burials found in the area (Castile 1985332).
Intennent in a came was the most common bununal
method observed by early

Europeans in the area. The body was wrapped in mats and a moe placed over top. The
canoe was sometimes elevated in a îree or scaffolding, lefi for one or more years, and
then the remains were buried (Castile 1985:332). In many cases, b d s iefl at ground
level in the canoe were lwted and desecrateciby Eumpeaas.

Foilowing the arrivai of Empeans, scaffold burials were practiced to prevent grave

mbbing by Emopeans (Castile 1985: 334). Canoes, with holes to tender them useless,
were suspended on scafEolding. Sometimes boxes were used in place of canoes as a
teceptacle for the deceased's temains. The Twana interred their deceased in a box in a
bat-up position, whereas the Clallam were placed in a sitting position (Castile
li85:33 1). Some of the deceased's possessions were bmeâ, while other items were
deposited in a box placed in the canoe (Castile 1985:333). Some of these intements were

later p1aced in the gromd (Castile 198534).
In addition to ground, canoe, and scaffold bm*als,human remains were also interred
in the ground during the Historic p e n d The Uiaux and intluence of missionaries
increased the practice of ground burials. Eells says that the body is wrapped, tied at the
hmds and feet, face and head (Castiie 1985337). Some of the deceased's ctothing is
thrown in the grave as the CO&

is buried. Sometimes a grave house is built over the

grave and others have a European-trpe headstone.

Eells' notes on the rnortuary practices of the Twana and Claiiam demonstrate changing
mortuary practices in the face of European colonization. It seems that the five distinct

types of burials &Us mentions are not that distinct, but variations on a basic burial
practice iduenced by Empean contact. Primary interment in canoes foiiowed by
secondary internent in the ground progresses to primary scaffold burial in canoes or
boxes followed by secondary buriai, and M

y pmgressing to buriai ody.

Elmendorf(l960) describes the burial practices of the Twam The corpse was
washed, wrapped in new blankets, bomd with cords, and laid on a sleeping p l a h in

the house for a wake. Gifts were given to the deceased and their f d y , =me of which

were placed in a grave canoe with the corpse. Money and previously worn dentalium was

put over the eyes and mouth of the deceased (Ehendorf 1960:449). The grave canoe was
suspended on four, five-to-six foot high, posts. The grave canoe was seldom covered, and

had holes in the bottom for drainage. Elmenàorf mentions that the farnily reused the
canoes for other individuais, but he does not discuss the treatment of the remains that
were previously in the canoe. The community cemetery was located near the beach, or in

a grove of trees (Elmendorf1960:456). in addition to grave canoes, some corpses were
placed in boxes. Poorer people placed the wooden box on the ground in a grave house.
Similarly, the corpses of slaves were also placed in boxes, but were suspended in trees.
Elmendorf suggests that canoe burials starteci as an upper-class practice but placing a
grave box in a tree may be older (Ehendorf 1960:455). If a baby dies one or two days
afler birth, it was wrapped in cedar bark, and placed in a tree deep in the woods. The
father or uncle who perfonns this duty tries to gain power fiom the deceased child; it will

speak to him and give him a vision (Elmendorf 1960:453). ifthe village moved, the dead
were relocated to a cemetery in the new community.
Grave inclusions were placed in the canoe with the corpse to take to the land of the
dead. Grave inclusions were sometimes offered to the deceased by placing them under
the canoe,but they were not bmed (Elmendorf 1960:455).

The British Columbia mainland Chinook and Sechelt divisions of the Salish tteated
their deceased similarly to the Twana and Clallum. Upon death, the body of a Chinook
was &ed

out of the house, wasbed, and painteci red. Following this, it was doubled up,

bound in a mat or blanket, and placed in a grave box, or f d y vault (Hiii-Tout
1978a52). The weaithy were o h placed in a boat-shaped box, while the poor were

placed in a rectangularbox. Wooden h u m effigieswere often placed near the graves
(Hill-Tout 1978a:53). Hill-Tout (1978a) does not discuss the placement of the boxes
containhg the deceased.
The Chehalis washed the body of the deceased Like the Chinook,but did not paint the
corpse. The remains were placed in an undecorated grave box, and then placed in a tree.
During modern times, the practice of placing the deceased in a box, or under a shelter
was borrowed h m neighboring ûibes (Hili-Tout 1978b:106).
The Secheit of Vancouver Island pIaced their deceased on the ground surface on a
special island. "Since their conversion ta Christianity the Sechelt have gathered up all

these old corpses and their remains and buried them in their consecrated graveyards"
(Hill-Tout 1978b:108). Similar treatment is noted by Barnett (1955). Some of the Coast
Salish painted the face of the deceased Wh red ocher, wrapped it in a new blanket, and

bound in a flexed position. Baniett mentions that ctiildren were kept away h m the wake
(1955:216), but he does not indicate the duration, or events occurring in conjunction with
the wake. The body was placed in a new cedar box, or canoe, and placed on logs or
planks, or on scaf!folding covered by a shed roof, on an island. The Pentlatch, and Comox
placed the boxes high in s p c e trees (Bamett 1955217). The Squamish and Musqueam
placed the deceased, extended, on a m v d plathm supporteci by trees and posts
(Bamett 1955217). Infants were placed in a basket instead of a box. Totem poles or

carved grave markers iiiustr;ited the accomplishmentsof the deceased. Food and grave
inclusions wete not p l d wiîh the deceaseâ ualess requestecl before death. Persona1
possessions were bumed (Eamett l955:2 18).

Morhiay Treatmcnt of Chilàren
Little information is available in the ethaographies on the treatment of a deceased
child. Swanton (1970) gives no mortuary information on Haida children and infants. The
information available is scattered in bits throughout the ethnographies. It would seem,

given the hypothesized high rate of infaat mortality that the death of an infmt or child

was cornmonplace. Therefore most of the ethnographerswould likely have k e n present
for the death of an infmt or child. Indeed, de Laguna indicates that "soon thex were
babies, often every year, although with the high rate of i n f i t rnortaîity there were more
to mourn than to watch grow to childhood" (de Laguna 1972: 527). However, she does
not detail the mortuary practices performed at the death of a child.
Tlingit

The Tlingit cremated children. They believed a child was the reincarnation of a
maternal relative (de Laguna 1972:498). Emmons describes in some detail an infant lying

in state before cremation. The baby was dressed in good clothhg, face painted with
v e d o n , and wearing mittem. The baby wore a bag containhg charms for its safety,

and red powder amund its neck (Emmons 1991:251). When a pregnant mother died, the
fetus was removed and cremated separately h m the mother (Emmons 1991:278),
M a Coda

Beila Coda parents prepareà their dead chiid's mains for burial (McIlwarith
1948:436). "For a dead child, emphasis is laid on the fact that although he did not live

long enough to be incorporateci into his ancestraimyths on eaah this will be done for him
in his future home" (McIlwraith 1948: 446). Children's remains may be placed in a tree

instead of in the pund as is more common. "Iftheparents de*

to do this, they erect in

the cemetery a cmed figure of one of their crests and deposit the coffh on top of itn

Ooweùeeno

The Oowekeeno bury twins in a separate place than other children (Olson 1954:266).
"A speciai area is reserved as a cemetery for children. Until the age of 5-7 years children

are tegarded as not quite human and are pure in the mysticai sense" (Olson 1954:235).
Little buriai ritual is associated with children. The body is put in a box and taken to the
cemetery (Olson 1954235). While liktie attention is lavished on the physical remains of
childrea, their separate cemetery attests tu their unique status.

Kwakiutl
Boas does not discuss the moxtwy treatment of children other than a mother's song.
A Kwakiutl mother whose child bas died cries to it

Ah, ah, ah, child why have you done this to me? 1have
tried hard to treat you weii when you came to me to have
me for your mother. Look at ai1 your toys and al1 the things
you have. Why do you desert me, child? May it be that 1did
something, child, to you in the way 1 treated you? I wiil try
better when you corne back to me, child. Please, only become
at once well in the place to which you are going. As soon as
you have been made well corne back to me, child! Please, do
not stay there for g d . Please, do have mercy on one who is
your mother, child! (Boas l%6:lS8).

Dnicker does not describe the mortuary treatment of Nootkan infats and children in

detail. The Nootka place the remaius of children in trees (Spmat 1987:173). A child who

had received its second name is placed higher inthe tree than one who was oniy given
one name (Spmat 1987:173). The remains oftwias are placed on mats at the entrance to a
cave or rock shelter. Theu entire body with the exception of the face is covered with a

robe @nicker 1% 1:Mg). A fetus or an infant is ph& in a box and buried (Spmat

1987:lSO). If a twui died, it is placed on the ground in a swampy place (Drucker
1951:128). It was taboo to mourn the death of a twin (Dnieker 1951:128).
Coast SaZish

nie Coast Salish placed the remains of a child in a basket and suspended them in a
tree (Castüe1985:332). The bundle also contained a box of paste made from fem mot

(Castiie 198S:332). Twins were not buried near o k people (Bamett lgSS:I36).
Summcny

It can be conchded from the ethnographie information that Northwest Coast groups
employed a wide variety of morhiary practices. "Indeed,the ettinographic record

indicates that there can be no concise statements about the historic and proto-historic
periods as to specific foms of burial among different Northwest Coast cultural goups or
local subgroups, and tbis is W e r supportesi by actual observation" (Cybulski 199229).

Cybdski bases this statement on the contradictions between the ethnographie accounts of
burial rnethoûs and the an:haeologicat record. Not al1 methods of mortuary treatment
observed archaeologically are recorded in the ethnographie record. A prime example of
this apparent contradiction is the lack of ethnographic information on midden burials

despite their common occunence in the archaeological record. If there is a contradiction
betweenthe ethnographic and archaeological records, how cm this ethnographic

examinationôe of any use to gain a better understanding of Northwest Coast
archaeologicalburial üeaûnent?

Arcbarnlogid Expectations
The examination of Northwest Coast bununai
practices demonstrates variability that
functions to pattern the archaeological record. The variability of buriai practices acts as a
cuiturai transform that evokes taphonomic changes effecting the archaeological record.
Above ground buriais will decrease the quantity and quality of remains visible in the
archaeological record. The placement of human remains in trees or monuments causes

the scattering of semains aad subsequent destruction by weaîhering and scavenging. The
likelihood of these types of remains king prese~vedin the archaeologid record is slim
to none. The absence of these remains h m the archaeologicai record may skew
comparative buriai analysis by eliminating a certain age or sex category h m the
archaeologicai record.
The treaûnent of the body wiil a h effect the qwty of the remains to be ptese~edin
the arckological record. Cremation was widespread among the Tiingit, though the time

depth of this practice is uncertain. The cremation of human mmains may decrease the
number of deceased individuais preserved in the iuckological record. The temperature
of cremation governs the incompleteness of the temains. 'Teeth may be fairly complete if
the body was not subjected to great heat, but sometimes the temperature was enough to
splinter off aü the enamel, leaving ody a cote of dentine intact"(Bmthwell1965: 18).
The elimination of teeth and other physicd indiatm of age and sex makes buriai
analysis difficultat best. Foiiowing cremation, the Tliagit gathered the ashes and any
other remains and placed them in a box. In this process, small bones and teeth may easiiy

becorne lost. The loss of remainsthrough transportation and cremation subsequently

decreases the quantity of remainspreserved in the archaeological record, causing
merential representation.

Human remains intened in a box in the ground have a greater likelihood of surviving
into the archaeologicalrecord. In the ground, these remains are not exposed to the same

dispersal factor as those involved in other dispod methods, The remains in boxes are
exposed to the taphonomic processes that occur in the ground according to the level of
soi1 widity in conjunction with bioturbation, humidity, and predation. The remains may

be dispersed by the internent of additionai individuals into the same areas. Despite these
taphonomic factors, the burial of an individual in the ground gives greater preservation
rates than other disposal methods.
The rernains intened in the gtound may be modifiecl by cultural practices pnor to
biinai. The Beiia Coda placed a rock on top of the remains when they were placed in the
CO&

to keep the spirit h m departing the grave to wander. Such a rock may have

caused pst-mortem physical trauma to the corpse. This trauma may be observed in the
archaeological record depending on the tirne of its occurrence following death, and the
point of impact. Such a burial may have beea prescribed for a certain age class, sex,

gender, or social class.
The body preparation and burial procedures recordecl in ethnographies can generate
expectations for the characteristics of grave inclusions in the a~:haeologicairecord. in
some cases the remaius of the deceased are dtessed in good clothing, bound a certain
way, and in many cases placed in a box in a specitic mannet. The good clothing may

result in the deposition of beads with the deceased. Binding of the body wili result in the
position in which archaeologists nItdthe semains. The method of placing the body in the

h x may resuit in identifiable body markings. Grave goods are bunied oo top of the

grave, h t dwith the dmeaseà or placeâ in a grave home thereby influencing the
quantity of grave goods f o d mbaeologicaIly.

Body ornamentationwidely us& by many Northwest Coast groups may also be found

in burid context. It may be observed directly through the prezence of labrets and ear
spools with the deceased, or indllectly through the existence of labret Wear markings on

teeth. These artifacts indicate the deceased's social standing, sex, and group afliiiation
dependhg on the time and geograpbic location of the remains.
Srime Northwest Coast groups practiced secondary interment of the deceased. Among

the Clallam and Twana, human mains were buried at least one year foiiowing their
placement in an elevated came. The secondary treatment of the human remains causes

chauges that will influence their potential to be preserved in the archaeological record.

The arriva1 of Euwpeans inDLuenced the burial practices of the people of the Northwest
Coast. C a d e (1985) provides Myron Eells' interpretation of the changing mortuary

practices of the Twana and CIallam as the result ofgrave robbing by Europeans. The
additionai influence of the smallpox epidemics may have caused changes in mortuary
practices occasioned by the need to inter large numbers of deceasal+Examining the

archaeologid record can illuminate these changes and gauge the time depth of the
morhiary practices lefi to us in the ethnographic cecorcl.

Thar is variability in the ethnographic record. The biases of tbis record mut be
considered when using it to generate expectations for the archaeoIogicai record. For the
most part, ethnographers were European middle class men who wouid not M e had full
access to the cultural knowiedge and practices of the groups they were studying. n i e

ethnographies these men produced must be understood h m the perspective fiom which
they were written. Despite the biases of the ethnographic record, it provides a rich
database of material culture and practices of Northwest Coast groups.
How does the ethnographic m r d of the morhiary treatment of children help to
explain the archaeologicalpatterns obsewed in the mortuary analysis of the

atchaeobgical record? Limited information on the burial practices prescribed for chüdren
is discussed in the ethnographies. However, the information found may generate
expectations for the quantity of children's remains represented in the archaeological
record.
Olson (1954:235) mentions that children up to five and seven years old were buried in
a different place than adults. This pracîice is mmifested in the archaeological record by
the absence of physical remains of children under five to seven years o1d in Oowekeeno
cemeteries. The existence of children's cemeteries has not been confirmed in the
archaeological record of the Northwest Coast. The absence of archaeologically excavated
children's cemeteries does not preclude the possibility of their existence. Additional study
should be devoted to locating children's cemeteries and examining the demographics of
early historic cemetdes in the ûowekeeno's traditional temtory.
Among some groups, children's cemains were placed in trees and on the open ground.
This treatment exposes the remains to extensive culturai and natural transforms resulting

in poor preservation and subsequent differential representation of these age classes in the
archaeological record.

Many chiidren appear to bave been biaied in the m e manner as adults but it is
necessary to examine thq context of the burials, such as grave inclusions, body

orientation and burial type, to examine differentiation. The poor ptesewation conditions
on the Northwest Coast and archaeologists' inability to readily recognize children's
material culture suggest that an additional dimension of mortuary analysis is necessary to
investigate the presence of ctiildren in archaeo1ogy. 1s the deposition of individuah in
accordance with accepted mortuary treatment the only factor that could shape the pattern
seen in the Northwest Coast mortuary d y s i s ?

Differential Preservation
The demographics of the death population wiil be influenced by differential
preservation and recovery rates of fetal bone. Fetal bones are not preserved as readily as
adult bones because they are small, thinner, and incompletely ossified. They will weather
more rapidy than adult bone and succumb to bioturbation and transportation. Therefore
fewer fetal temains will be presewed in the archaeological record than adult remains.
A lack of fetal remaius in the archaeological record is compounded by the inabiiity of

archoieologists to tecognize them. Fetal bones are small, and could be mistaken for

animals remains (Curtin 1994: 38). This biasing ktor could decrease the number of fetal
temains recorded and used in mortuary analysis.
Differential burial and relative bone size will influence the demographics of morhiary
populations. "The differences in preservational potential by age present a particdm
pmblem for the paleodemographer: at marginal pH ranges al1 or most of the infants and
children may be systematicallyeliminated h m the morhiary sample by pteservational
bias" (Gordon and Buikstm 1981569).

Based on the ethnographie record and Werential pwservation that may be caused by
variability in disposal of human mains, there may be a high amount of variability in the

human remains excavated between the various geographical areas.
DifYerential katment of children can be observed in the relatively equal percentage of
children interred with grave goods than aduits in the well-representecl Gulfof Georgia

area. The proportion of chiidren with grave inclusious indicates that they were accorded
differentiai treatment for unknovm reasons. Children may have been accorded differentiai
burial treatmeqt because of their achieved and or ascribeû status. They may also have

been accorded differential burial treatment because of societai bereavement over the loss
of a young person. The diierential traitment of children may also be attributed to
spirituai beliefs as expressed by the Oowekee~bo'sburial of chiidren in a separate
cemetery because they are special and h m above (Olson 1954). This would resdt in

-

few, if any, children or infant remains found with adults. The small number of children's
remains found in the prehistoric period may be a result of differential buriai practices.
Additionai study in this area should focus on the location of children's cemeteries in the
attempt to pinpoint a m o n for the low number of infant remains in the prehistoric time
period.

The diffe~ncein the occmnce of infant and children's buriais between the Historic
and prehistoric tirne periods may be attributedto différences in the age of the remah.
Prehistoric infants' remaias have been exposd to damagirtg taphonomic processes for
longer than the histonc remains.Fewer prehistoric infant mains then historic remains
would be preserved in the archaeologicalrecord.

The ciifference in the percentage of infant and children's burials between the
prehistoric and Historic time periods may also be attributed to differing burial practices.
As discussed pviousiy, chiiâren were reportediy placed in trees upon death. The

remains would decay in the tree, and fall to the ground. Unless the remains on the ground
were buried quickly by a fortuitous event, they would be exposed to h g i n g
taphonomic processes csulsing their quick destruction. As a result, few infmts would be .
preserved in the archaeological record. Those that were preserved wuuid be scattered, and
difficuit for the arcblogist to reconstnict.
Grave Goods with Chiidmu's Burirls

A relatively equal per cent of children and adult burials h m the i!daq.de Phase in the

Gulf of Georgia region contain grave inclusions. This pattern is significant because it

differs h m al1 time periods in al1 Northwest Coast geographical regions. Determinhg
the reason for this pattern is a little more problematic, and speculative. Some advocate
that childm are interred with grave inclusions when a society practices ascribed status. If

this were the case for the population examined, 1would anticipate that few individuais
would be interred with grave goods. However in the Marpole sample, a bigher proportion
of children were interred with grave goods than adults. Overall, 25 per cent of the
Marpole skeletal sample was interred with grave inclusions. 1s it realistic to hypothesize

that 25 per cent of the population could have been m e m h of an upper class? In North
Amerka, three per cent of the population is classüled in the Upper Class (iess than one

per cent living on inherited weaiîh, and two per cent on emed income due to exceptional

ability), 82 per cent middle class, and 16 per cent lower class (Kotler, Armstrong, and

Cunningham 1999:162). The large middle class that emerged d u h g the Industrial
83

Revolution is absent in non-industrialized nations. Non-indwûiaiized nations are instead
composecl of a smaii number of elite upper class individuals and masses of lower class
individuals. As a result, it is unlikely that the upper class in a society wouid equal25 per
cent of the population, as indicated by the proportion of individuals h m the Marpole
Phase of the Gulf of Georgia

The demographics of the prehistotic burial population demonstrate a very low percent
of infants in cornparison to the expected infant mortality rate in a society with no access
to modem medical assistance. This is likely caused by differential burial practices, and
presewationai factors. Wide the ethnographic record supports this hypothesis, additional
studies must be conducted to evaluate its likelihood. A comparative anaiysis of burial
demographics h m other archaeologicai sites throughout North America and other
countries would provide usehl information in the attempt to answer this question.
The buriai analysis in Chapter Four demonstrates an unexpected relative lack of
prehistonc children's skeletal remains in the excavated burials fiom the Northwest Coast.
The Coast Salish population containeci a pater number of children than the other groups

examined. More of the children were interred with grave goods than were adults. The
proportion of children interred with grave goods is higher than the proportion of adults
interred with grave goods.
Physiologicai Sex Classes

The examination of the representation of each physiological sex class in the bununai

record demonstrated a relatively equal proportion of men and women. None of the
ethnographicmortuary practices indicate differentid mortuary treatment according to
sex. Among some p u p s such as the Tlingit, chiefi and &aman were accordeci

différentia1 morhiary treatment h m other d e c d individuals. Tbese diffetential
mortuary practices wodd result in differential preservation of some male m a i n s ifmore

males than femdes occupied these social positions. One would therefore expect to 6Mt
fewer men than w~menin the atchaeologicd record. While it has been assumed, the

eihnographic records do not indicate that only men occupied the higher social positions.

Ifmen were the individu& in the position of power then thete sbould be some sort of
differentiaîion in the occunence of male and female burials in the archaeological record,

in addition women should have higher mortality rate during childbearing ages. Young

men tend to be ptaced in risky situations such as wars and hunting that would place
certain age classes at risk of hi@ mortaiity. However, the archaeological record
demonstrates a nearly quai representation of men and women in ail Northwest Coasî

groups. A detailed anaiysis of the demographics of the adult category is necessary to
m
e
r examine why these trends do not appear in the archaeologicd record of the
Nortfiwest Coast.
mtoric vs. Prehistoric

A sharp diffetence in the proportion of infant and children's remains between the

Historic and prehistoric periods was obsmed in the demographic aaalysis. The Chi

Square mdysis in chapter four indiates that there is a significant ciifference in the
demographics of the age classes between the prehistoric and histonc populations. Why
does this c i i f f i c e appear, and to what c m it be attniuted? The difference in the

proportion ofchiidren and infimis between these time peRods can likely be attributedto
cbanges in buriai practices brou@ about by d p o x and missionaries.

There is some contention about the h t wave of d p o x that spread through North
Amenca. Some researchers like Dobyns (1983) indicate that a srnaüpox epidemic would

have spread to North America following the arriva1 of the Spanish in South America.
However, Boyd (1990:137) points out that there is no proof to support a s d p o x
epidemic in the 250 years before 1770. Boyd indicates that the f'irst outbreak occurred in
the 1770s and affectecithe entire coastal region (1990:137). The exact time of the nrst
smallpox epidernic may never be known, but both of these groups agree that it occurred

with no E m p wittiesses.
An estimated population decline of 80 per cent during the first century of European

contact was causedby the introductionof European diseases (Boyd l999:26S). Thirty
percent of the population perished inthe first smallpox epidemic (Boyd f 990:137). Many
of the early explorers to the coastal area noted pociunarked faces among the Native
population. The arriva1 of the Eutopeans and smaüpox resulted in drarnatic population
decline. Many of their diseases such as malaria, measles, influenza, dysentery, whooping

cough, typhus, venereal disease, in addition to alcohol, wars, intemperance, and
W t i c i d e of babies bom to white fathers al1 resuited in deaths and reduced birth rates
@unI992:60).

The large number of people dying of diseases would have changed the way that

individuals were buried. Few individuais were available to take c m of the sick and
dying. Stress was pl&

on Northwest Coast mortuary practices by the large number of

sick and dying individuals. It is possible that the difference in the number of children and
infant remains in the Historic compared to the prehistoric period may have been caused

by changing mortuary practices that d t e d in differentiai burial of chiidren and infimis.

The increase inthe per cent of Mmts and children in the historic period may also be a

result of smallpox itself. The very young and elderly populations are devastated the most

in an epidemic. "This epidemological phenornenon of smaiipox and other virai diseases
tends to concentrate mortality in the younger segments of population experiencing
sequentiai epidemics" (Boyd 1990:138). Increased numbers of infants and children diecl,
and as a result shouid be represented by higher proportions of individuals inthe
archaeological record for this time.

An additional factor that may have caused an increase in the percentage of children
and infant graves is the presence of missionaries. While Duff indicates that the infiuence
of missionaries was not significant in the early Historic pend, it was nevertheless an
infiuence. " By 1904,90 pet cent of the Indians of the Province were nominally

Christian. in 1939 the census couid number only 28 who d l held to "aboriginal beliefsy'
(a few Tahitans and the rest Nmtkans);at the time, 57 per cent of the Indians were

Roman Catholic, 20 percent Anglican, 20 percent United Church, and 3 per cent "oîher
Christian beliefs" (mostly Salvation Amy)" (DUE1992:128). The influence of
missionaries was not dramatic in the early periods of European exploration. A small

number of missiormies came to the Northwest Coast with the Spanish and established a

church at a short-iived d e m e n t at Nootka (1789-1795). " These early contacts seem not
to bave produced any profound impact on native beliefs" (DuB1992:132), A race to save
the souls of the Northwest Coast people was initiateci by the arriva1 of Oblate and Jesuit

missionaries h m the east. During the 1850s, Victoria became an important center of
Cathalic Missionaries, which spread h m there into other areas of the coast. Protestants,
A n g k w , Methodists, and the SalvationArmy aii estabiishedcompeting missions. 'The

Catholic priests (and not they alone) were convinced that it was necessary to change the
secuiar as well as spirituai lives of the Indians, and they imposed completely new social

and political stnictures on the comunities they converted" @ufT1992:134). Religious
communities were founded and under the conbol of a ptiest or religious leader. It took
approximately sixty years between the time of the arriva1of the missionaries fiom the
east and the 1904 census indicating that 90 per cent of the provinces Indians were

Christian. In l e s than one generation, the Northwest Coast people progressed h m a
strong cultural identity to adopting a new belief system and way of Me.
The adoption of Christianity may have resulted in the adoption or imposition of
Christianburial practices. Many baptized individuais were buried in a consecrateci

cemetery. The deceased were placed, extended, in a coffh and intened in the ground.
This method of burial would have resulted in increased numbers of children's burials. If
children and infants' remains were treated differently then adults fewer children would be
found in the archaeological record. Burial of al1 individuais according to the same method
would result in a more accurate representation of the individuais. Child and infant burials
became subjected to the same pst-depstional influences as adults. Therefore if
diierential burial was practiced for infants and children in the past one would expect to
see ajump in their numbers when they became buried in the same rnanner as aduits.

Conclusion
Explanations for diffintial burial pmctices observed in the archaeologicalrecord are

denved h m the ethnographicrecord and preservation factors. The ethnographicrecord
*

indicates that differential morhiary treatment of children occuned in the f o m of different
cemeteries, and placement in trees. This diffe~entialmortuary tceatment affecteci the

likelihood of preservation and in some cases is the likely cause for few children and
infant rem& in the prehistoric a~:haeologicairecord. No ethnographies indicate
diffmntial burial of men and women. However, the ethnographies indicate differential
burial of shamans and chiefs. The ethnographies also dernonstrate diverse burial practices
that differ to some extent between geographicai regions. The Tiiigit practiced cremation,
and the Bella Coola interred their d e c d in the pund.
An examination of preservation factors effecting hman m a i n s after they have been

deposited indicates that children's remains do not preserve as well as adults. This wouid
have accentuated the breakdown of children and infant cemains placed in locations nonconducive to preservation.
The arriva1 of missionaries Siely changed mortuary practices. Christian burial
methods were combined with traditional practices foilowing the acrivd of missionaries,

thus changing the likeliiood for preservation of various age classes. Childrcn who would
have been treated differently than aduits prehistorically would be buried in the same
fashion as adults, which would therefore increase theu chances of preservation resuiting
in i

n

d percentages of children's and infants' remab during the Historic period.

An examination of the nature of s d p o x indicates tbat childten and infants wodd

likely have higher moaality rates d?erthe arriva1of Eiiropeans because smdpox and
other diseases affect the young and elderly segments of the population hardest. These two
factors may contribute to the higher per cent of children and infants in the historic period.

In addition, the devastating population losses caused by Eutopean diseases would have
changed the social structure and netwodrs.

As suggested, many factors were Likely to have been involved in causing the

differences in the infant mortality W e e n thé Historic and prehistoric periods. Due to
the epidemic nature of s m d pox and its spread in a population that Iacked immunity and

medical assistance it is likely the primary factor causing a higher infant mortaüty tate in

the historic sample than the prehistoric sample. Additionai studies of population
demographics between the Historic and prehistoric periods must be conducteci in other
geographical regions to asses the accuracy of this conclusion,

Chapter 6 Conciusion
The buriai anaiysis conducted ushg previously excavated burials indicates four
patterns: îhere is a relatively equal percentage of male and female individuals between al1
geograpbic regions, there are more children with grave goods in the Gulfof Georgia
region than any other, there are fewer infat and children's remains than expected in a
society without access to modem medical assistance, and there are many more infant and
children's remains in the Historic period than in the prehistoric period.
The arcbaeologicalrecord demonstrates differentiation between the proportion of
children interred with grave goods, and adults interred with grave goods in the prehistoric
Marpole Phase of the Guifof Georgia region. This Merence may be atûibuted to the
important place of children in this group. However, additioaal research is required to
determine the cause of this pattern. Many researchers attribute childm buried with grave
goods to aScnbed status. However, the ethnographic record indicates that children may
have been accorded differential treatment according to thei.specid status withui socieîy
regardless of the method of status acquisition. The ethnographic record also indicates

that, among Noahwest Coast groups, status is ascribed and achieved. To claim family
status, one had to prove themseives worthy of this status. It is iinlikely that children

interred with grave goods would have had enough time in their We to achieve th&
family's status. There is not enough information to determine if childten, in this instance,
were intened with grave goods because of ascribed status.

There is a relatively qua1representation of men and womm in the archaeological

burial population. No information could be obtained fbm the ethnogtaphic record that

indicated differential Mal accordhg to gender classes. In addition, the types of grave

goods intemd with males and femdes were ofutititarian and non-utiiitariannature ia

both cases. Therefore w cl= gender difference in grave inclusions muld be identined

with exception of the cmed spoons found associated with f d e graves at Pender.

The reason fm the lack of infmt and chüdren remains in tiie prehistoric period than
expected for a society with no access to modem medical assistance has b e n attributed to

several causes. Poor preservation aîîributed to cultural and natural transforms acted to
decrease the number of infaat and children's remains. The incomplettzly ossified nature of

infant and children's bones rnake them more susceptibleto natural transforms that would
result inpoor preservation. The examhaîion of the ethnographie record indicates that the

remains of bfbts and children were o&n treated differently than adults resulting in

diffcrential presmatiotl.

While presemation may have caused a decrease in the number of infant and children's
remains preserved h m the prehistoric period, events o c c d in the Historic period that
would cause an increase in infant and child mortality rates. Large diffetences between the
petcent of Uifant and children's remains between the prehistoric and historie periods can

be attributecî to these events. The introduction of d p o x by Eutopean exploters
decirnated the native population of the Noahwest Coast because they lacked immunity to
the disease. The epidemoiogicai nature of smallpox causes increased mortality rates
among the very young and very old and should be manifestai in the archaeological

record. Changes in buriai methods were also prompted by the smallpox epidemic: and the

need for a smaü haad-fiill of sick to inter a large number of dead in an expedient manner.
These changes may have causecl increased preservation. AdditionaI investigation must be

devoted to the cffect of smallpox on the mortality rates and mortuary practices of the
Northwest Coast people.
The b a s e in the number of infant and children's remains in the Historic period bas
also been atûibuted to the influence of missionaries. More study needs to be devoted to

the effects of missionaries on the mortuary practices of the people of the Northwest

Coast. How quickly were Christian mortuary practices adopted and what intluence did
this have on preservation? Were Christian mortuary pmctices and material culture simply

woven into the existing Northwest Coast worldview? Or did a change in worldview
accompany the adoption of Christianity?
While many questions remain, it is clear fiom the chi square statistical test, that there
is a difference in the percent of infant and children's remaias between the prehistoric and

historic periods. Additional investigation should examine roll of smallpox and associated
chmges in mortuary practices in this difference. Perhaps mortality rates were lower in the
prehistoric period than in the Historic period due smailpox epidemics and the lack of
modem medical assistance to treat the disease.
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Appendix V
Chi Square Analysis

Cbi Square AnalysW

Nul1 hypothesis: There is no difference in the percentage of individuals in each age
category between the historic and prehistoric populations.

Altemate hypothesis: There is a differencein the percentage of individuals in each age
category between the historie and prehistoric populations.

8.05 is more than the expected chi square value of 5.99 with two degrees of fieedorn at
the 0.05 signiticance level. Therefore the nul1 hypothesis that there is no différence in the
percentage of individuals in each age class between the prehistoric and historic
populations is cejected. The alternate hypothesis that there is a difference between the

percentage of individds in each age class between the prehistoric and historic
populations is accepted.

